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BY MARTIN LUTHER KING
The other evening, a friend
expressed surprise that I had
felt it necessary to interrupt a
recent European trip to fly
back to America and help plan
a campaign of action regard-
ing the callous injustices per-
petrated by juries in some of
our Southern states.
My friend found it hard to
miderstand why I should be so
disturbed by the recent trials in
Alabama which ended in acquit-
tal for the accused slayers of
Jonathan Daniels, the twenty-
six-year-old seminarian a n d
Mrs. Viola 1.tuzzo the Michigan
mother, murdered after h e r
participation in a civil rights
march.
With raised eyebrows, my
friend asked me
"Now, really, what did you
, expect?"
'I his simple, cynical question
Is typical ol the thinking of
many of us — of both races —
in America today.
I recall sadly a statement at-
tributed to the U.S. Attorney
General when he was question-
ed about the monstrous court-
room farce which took place in
Ilayneville, Ga. In effect, Mr.
Katzenbach was quoted as de-
claring that this kind of thing
was to be expected in certain
communities when outside
forces have become involved.
The Attorney General b a s
made significant contributions
to the parade of progress in
human relations. I have a high .
regard for his integrity, but I ""'''''Nnlwraw"lologit
wish he had not made such a ognized and challenged t
statement. I wish he had follow- cloud. So, we must come to,
ed the example of high „Lcour- grips with the fact and signifi-,
age set by Alabama State At- caner of those tragic trials'
torney General Richard Flow- which virtually sethorized
ers who went on record as murder. We must he aware;
strongly condemning the sic- that Alabama is still a very
ions verdict. sick state. \••
In his reaction, Mr. Flowers We must understa d that Ala.
demonstrated that he was not buns is place of morally in-
thinking in the "what do you clement atmosphere in which
expect" manner of my friend's murder of civil right workers
question or of Mr. Katzenbach's is still a favorite past-time for
unfortunate comment.
I know what I expect of
America. I have great expecta-
tions. I expect that one day—
and not too far in the future—
we shall begin to refuse to ale-
eept things as they are and to
seek to change them into what 
by innocent humans. I do not
they ought to be. 
agree. I believe that action is
needed at this very moment, to
I expect that we shall disrobe make the murder of civil rights
ourselves of the everyday gar- workers — or anyone operating
ments of cynicism and get;y in pursuit of his constitutional
dressed up in the Sunda ;rights—a federal crime, punish 
clothesof dedication to jestice.'able by federal authority.
I expect that one day, right
down there in Alabama an d 
We must say to the world —
Mississippi, we shall be able and mor
e importantly—to our-
to repel the jostling winds of 
selves, that sic shall not tole-,
rate or pamper those of theI
lunatic fringe who defy the
laws of God. "
We must say this loudly and 1
clearly, indicating that we arel
no longer willing to accept —I
to struggle and sacrifice and but that we are beginning to,
toil for its advent during the expect. We must say this be-i
midnight of intolerance, cause we love America and be-I
We cannot deserve the rain- cause of our love for her, we
bow until we shall have tee- have great expectations.
violence and to walk out into
a sunny climate of brother-
hood.
Yet, we cannot expect the
dawn of this new day to ma-
terialize unless we are willing
'fender charged that Council
leaders "seem to be standing
n the way of progress and
keeping those who are for pro-
gress from actively participa-
ting."
Mr McWilliams was declared'1
ineligible to run for the office,
'since he has been a delegate to
the Council for only six months,
and the by-laws stipulate that
a candidate for president must
have belonged to the Council
for at least a year.
Rev. Alexauder Gladney
originally nominated tor pre
sident of the Council, but he
asked that his name be with•
drawn.
h
meeting were Niatthev. .
Davis, first vice president, Sa-
muel Bradley, second vice pre-
sident: Mrs. Ruby D Spight, polgesser.s.-- 
secretary; Mrs. Arlene Pat-
ton, assistant secretary; Mts.
adopted son, Mark, 5. and a Annie Coleman, financial sec-
daughter of their own. Tracey, rotary; Mrs. Lydia Robinson,
4. The newly adopted youngster treasurer: James T. Walker,
was named Jeff after the eon- parliamentarian; Charlie %Val-
ple's friend. the late actor Jeff Ion, chaplain, and Jesse James,
Chandler. sergeant-at arms.
MEMPHIAN MEETS LBJ — A. Macey
Walker, president of the Universal Life In-
surance company and the Tri-State Bank
of Memphis, was an Invited guest to the
White House, and here he is seen meeting
President Lyndon B. Johnson. President
Johnson and Mr. Walker discussed a nuni
her of subjects, includhig civil rights and
the American economy, and the Mr. Walk-
er said he was in complete agreement with
practically all of the policies of the John-
son administration. The Meniphian was an
ardent supporter of President Johnson in
the last election. The meeting took place he
fore the President's recent illness.
$12,000 Expected At
UNCF Report Meeting
City school teachers and Uni- from our goal. Now is the time
versal Life Insurance Corn- for us to re-double our efforts."
pany gave the United Negro Report meetings are held on
College Fund campaign a big Tuesday nights at 7:30 in the
boost last week. The $4,566.50 faculty lounge on the LeMoyne
reported by volunteer workers College campus.
pushed the total to $7,751.75. GENERAL WORKERS
The drive, which continues REPORTING LAST WEEK:
through Dec. 31 of tfiis year, is Miss Naomi Gordon, $1,902.50,
expected to reach the $12,000 including a gift of $1,700 from
mark this wcyk. Universal Life Insurance Corn.
Squire H. T Lockard, gen-. . pany. Mrs. Rio Rita Jackson'
eral chairman of the campaitm. (physicians), $30: Mrs. Cora I.
cautioned the 50 or more work- Reid (Mississippi Blvd. Sev-
ers against slowing down. "We owe Day Adventist Church),
are doing fine, so far," he said,
"but we're still a long way
This is the first of a se-
ries of new columns —:
"My Dream," by Dr. Mar-
tin Luther King, in which
the Nobel Prize winner and
head of the Southern
Christian Leadership Con-
ference unfolds his aspira-
tions, not merely for the.
Negro people but for all of
a civilized America. Next
Saturday and thereafter,
Dr. King's column will bel
found on the editorial pare
Of the weekend Defender.
which no penalty is imposed,
price demanded.
Some people take the position'
that the maintenance of our
jury system is worth the price
that is paid from time to time
111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111,111111111111111111111111111111116111111111111111111
Kilpatrick Gets His
3rd Term On Council
See Page 2
Frank Kilpatrick was elected
to his third consecutive term
as president of the Bluff City
and Shelby County Council of
Civic Clubs during an election
held last Sunday afternoon at
the Sarah II. Brown branch of
the YWCA.
Mr. Kilpatrick was elected in
race for the office with Ros•
coe McWilliams who in a re-




LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
Entertainer Sammy Davis Jr.
and his Swedish-born, actress 
er officers elected during
wife, May Britt, adopted their '
second child a 13-month-old
boy.
Davis, 40, and Miss Britt, 31,
have two other children, an
MAPPING UNCF DRIVE STRATEGY — Squire H. T
Lockard (seated. center), general chairman of the United
Negro ollege Fund campaign eurrentls underway in Mem-




Five persons were shot in
four separate incidents during
the past weekend, and all are
expected to live. The assailants
in two of the cases are still
being hunted for by police on
Monday.
A casual greeting to a whit.
stranger resulted in the shoot-
ing on Saturday of John M. Da-
vis, 26. of 292 Munford. and
Odle Lee Neely, 27. of 273 E.
Burdock.






Two Memphians Die In Red
Attacks In Viet Nam War
The bodies of twu more Ne-
gro soldiers killed last week in
Viet Nam were en route home
for burial, leaving relatives be-
numbed by grief as they faced
the Christmas holidays.
Among the most recent vic-
tims are l'rivate Thomas Lewis,
son of Mrs. Rosie Lewis of 1314
Jefferson rear, and Pfc. L. C.
Pitchford, son of Mrs. Maggie
Morris of 1046 N. Dunlap.
Private Lewis was the eighth
Viet Nam casualty from Shelby
County, while Pfc. Pitchford
was listed as the eleventh from
the county to give his life while
fighting in that Southeast Asian
country.
Private Lewis recently in-I
formed his family that he had
been assigned as a mortar man
and was firing the weapon at
night "to keep the enemy from
getting any rest."
BTW GRAD
A 1961 graduate of Booker T.
Washington High school, Pri-
vate Lewis had wanted to at-
tend Memphis State university
following graduation, but his
family did not have the money.
His last visit home was 00
Labor Day. Ile had been in
Viet Nam for about two months
and was on a "search and de-
stroy" mission at the time of his
death.
Mrs. Morris received a tele-
gram from the Department ofi
the Army on Saturday inform-
ing her that her son, a member
of the 18th Infantry Division,
was on a search and destroy
mission last Friday when hisl
unit encounteret the Viet_ConE
THOMAS LEWIS
r.F.C. L. C. PITCHFORD
and be was killed in the battle himself. On the back of the
which followed, picture he said, "Sorry I haven't
Before entering the service, written lately. I am getting a-
inc. Pitchford had worked as a long fine,
bus boy at a downtown hotel,, Aside from his mother Pri-
I did occasional jobs for the HayesIvate Lewis Is survived by two
and Langston Funeral home, sisters. Miss Della Mae Lewis,
and was employed with Coca-11A, and Miss Erma Lewis 111;
iCola at the time he was drafted' and two brothers., Willie Lee
In November 1964. 1Lewis, 17, and Andrew Lewis,
Pfc. Pitchford dropped out of 14.
school in the eleventh grade! An only child, Pfc. Pitchford's
while his family was living in other survivors are his father,
St. Louis. David Wesborn of Greenwood,
CHANGED PLANS Miss, and his grandmother, Mrs.
Mrs. Laura Watson of 2331Ethel Lee Miller of 1046 Dun•
,Caldwell st. said she and Pfc.lap.
Pitchford were supposed to have Williams Funeral home is in
gotten married this year, but charge of final arrangements
on his last visit home last in for Private Lewis, while liayes
June, they decided that they and Langston Funeral Home
should wait until his enlistment will make plans for the funeral
was up in June 1966. of Pfc. Pitchford.
Mrs. Watson said the soldier Pfc. Pitchford's family said
recently mailed her a Viet Nam he would he buried in National
Christmas card and a picture of Cemetery.
70 Memphians To Get
Distinguished Awards
Some 70 Negro
will be honored at
Memphiansito be held at t he Second COn•lJr., Louis B. Hobson, George
a progamlgregational church a t 764'L. Holloway, ludge Ben Hooks,
— 'Walker Ave. on Tuesday night, Atty. Odell Horton., Mrs. Ca-
December 21 at a Distinguished therine F. Howell, Elder Blair
Awards program sponsored by1T. Hunt, Mrs. Calverta Isis-
the Men's Fellowship of thelmael, Frank R. Kilpatrick and
church. Atty. A. A. Letting.
Included in the group of go- And Rev. James M. Lawson,
"Innen"' as well as non-go- Jr., Lt. George W. Lee, Robert
vernmontal workers cited by ,
Beauchamp (standing, right). Seated at table with Attorney
Lockard. are Mrs. Rio Rita Jackson and Norvell Powell.
Others standing are Or. Peter Cooper and Elder Blair T.
Hunt
regional director of the U.S.
Civil Rights Commission's Mem-
phis office, who will also be Police Lt. Wendell Robinson,
'honored. He is to be introduced Rev. P. L. Rowe, Whittier A.
by Edwin C. Jones, principal of Sengstacke, Dr. John Smith,
C a r n e s Elementary school. Mrs. Maxine A. Smith, Dr.
Awards will he presented by Vasco A. Smith, Jr , Mrs. Cattle
Floyd Campbell, principal OIL. Stevens, Mrs. Odis Strong,
The Melrose High school glee
of LeMoyne college, will lend I
in a brief devotional period, andl
Mrs. Mertis Ewell will sin
Melrose High school.
Dr. Lionel A. Arnold, dean Jr.
g.  Jesse H. Turner,
land Atty. Russell B. Sugarmon,
Police 
Jr..
Lt. R. J. Turner, Lewis
Others are Matthew Thorn-
Sr.,
Q. Ven-pwroigllramlso furnish music for H. Twigg. Jr., Mrs. R.
ehluelio' norees include Dr. Leland Wes
tbrook. Harold J. Whalum,
son, A. Maceo Walker. Joseph
L. Atkins, Mrs. I,eland Atkins 
Mrs. M.  Helen Whaluin, Hen.
Jacques Beauchamp, Atty. 
Ar.-lry B. White, Atty S. A. Wilbun.
thur T. Bennett, Mrs. Lucille 
Nathaniel II. Williams. Percy
Brewer, Hosea Bridges, Lonnie 
H. Williams'
F. Briscoe, Mrs. James S. Byes, 
liamson, Atty. A. W. Willis, Jr.,
Rev. E. W. Wil-
Eddie Currie. 
Miss Jim Ella Jacques Wilmore, James L.LeRoy Clark,
Cotton. Robert J. Crawford, 
Wright and Robert Wright, Jr.
Mrs. Mattie Crossley and Rev. Officers of the Men's Fellow-
ship are Silas P. Washington,
Also Mrs. ruby Davis, Dr. president: Atty. A.A. Letting.
Charles L. Dinkins, Felton vice president and chairman of
Earls, John W. 'Evans, 0. Z. the AWards Program; Charles
Evers, Mrs. Ophelia Flowers,iNichols, secretary; Jerry John-
Solomon Garrett, Dr. Walter W. son, treasurer. and Dr. Lionel
Gibson, H. A. Gilliam, Mrs. A. Arnold, chaplain.
Joan W. Golden, Eugene C.
Rev. John c Mickle is.pas-Hagler, Rev. H. H. Harper. Mrs.'
Ernestine Hayes, I H. Hayes, tor of the church.
S. Lewis, Jr., Squire H. T.
the Men's Fellowship is Whit- Loekard, Rev. Roy Love, Rev.
tier A. Sengstacke, general ma- A. McDaniel, Police Lt. Tho-
nager of the Tri-State Defender. mas Marshall, T. C. Matthews,
lwho is serving on the Memphis- Mrs. Gwendolyn Mitchell, Leo-
'Mississippi River Bridge Corn- nerd Mitchell, Warren Moore,
.mission. Rev. S. A. Owen, William F.
The guest speaker for the pro- Owen, Dr. Hollis r. Price, Bi-
gram will be Jacques Wilmore, shop A. E. Reed, Dr. E. W.
Reed, Mrs. Frederick A. Ri-





Proved At Bombing Rally
CHARLOTTE, N.C. — ( N PI )
— Neither racial identity nor
color presented a problem as
white and Negro leaders came
together with one common bond
— to protest the recent bomb-
ings of four Negro civil rights
leaders homes. '
It was another indication of
unity growing out of chaos and
violence and followed closely on
the heels of immediate action
to repair without cost homes
damaged by the blasts.
Bombing victims were City
Councilman Fred Alexander,
"one-man, one-vote" strate-
gist; his brother, Kelly, NAA•
CI' state president; local U.S.
Commissioner Julius I.. Chain-
hers and Dr. Reginald A.
Hawkins, dentist. All are active
iii the civil rights movement.
The latest indication of
Charlotte's shame and indigna-
tion was demonstrated when
more than 2,500 of both races
crowded an auditorium to hear
the city's leading citizens
score the pre-dawn bombings.
No arrests have been made.
Keynote speaker was NAACP
executive director Roy Wilkins
who lauded the city for its
"instantaneous" efforts. The
underlying theme was to main-
tain Charlotte's image as a ra-
cially progressive and peace-
ful town.
Mayor Stan Boorshire, in
pledging that the city would
"work harder" to bring equal
opportunities for all its citizens,
said "We didn't think it could
'is
happen here, but it did.
'There is no consolation in
knowing that it could have hap-
pened in age city. We must
squarely facT the responsibili-
ties involved. We will intensify
our efforts to provide equal
rights for ,all."
About 150 bricklayers and
carpenters began rebuilding
work immediately after Char-
lotte Builders Association voted
to furnish the labor.
'1' s e Charlotte Observer
started an "anti-terrorist fund"
for a reward for the capture of
the bombers and citizens also
donated to a fund started by
The Charlotte News for build-
ing materials•
downtown and union a VI`•
fashion specialists in sizes 18 to 60






sizes 38 to 44
beautifully tailored long
slee, e shirt by one 61 the most
famous makers of men's and
women's shirts . . of o silky blend
of Dacron polyester and cotton that
washes like a hanky, needs little or no iron-
ing . . . great for gifts and for yourself . .
choose white, beige, pink or light blue.
gifk %%Tapped FREE
J DOWNTOWN




• 64 S. MAIN • 527-6436
UNION AVE. • 1992 UNION • 274.2065
DEFENDER
REIGNING ROYALLY
Norma Pryor, was crowned "Miss Tennessee State" and will
reign as campus queen for the remainder of the school
year. An honor student, Miss Pryor is a senior majoring in
modern foreign languages. She is a university counselor and
a member of Alpha Kappa Alpha Sorority.
$12,000 Expected At
UNCF Report Meeting
Cntinued From Page 1
large), $27 (her total to date:
$124.50); Dr. Walter W. Gibson
(at large), $15; Mr. Utilbas
Phillips Sr. (at large), $13 (his
total to date: $38); the Rev.
John C. Mickle (churches), $25
(his total to date: $95); Mrs.
Alzora E. Haste (retired city
school teachers), $25 (her total
to date: $40); Dr. Ilollis F.
Price (at large), $150, includ-
ing $100 from Links Inc., and
Mr. Edwin Dalstrom (down-
town), $160.
City School Teachers Division
headed by Miss Harry Mae
Simons, principal of Magnolia
Elementary, reported $2,008.50.
The division's overall total to'
date is $2.253.75.
City schools reporting: Shan.
non, $46.50; Merrill, $44; Corry.
$59; Dunn, $46; Walker, $79;
Leath, $41.50; LaRose, $29.50;
Lincoln Elementary, $35; Lest-
er Elementary, $47; Carver,
$23; Carnes, $86; Riverview,
$55.50; Lincoln Junior High, $82;
B. T. Washington, $165.50; Hsi-
rose, $163.50; Wisconsin, $24;
Douglass High, $108; Magnolia,
$258.50: Norris, $10; Prospect,
$38: Aley, $43; Hanley, $180;
Stafford, $32: A. B. Hill, $136;
Alonzo Locke, $116 Kansas, ;54'
(total reported: $188), and Dou-
glass Elementary, $6 (total re-
Don't make a date
for 9:30 am
Monday, Dec. 20
You already have one for the
opening of First National's
permanent S.Bellevue Branch
1175 S. BELLEVUE
We're opening Memphis' newest, banking center
next, week, and hope you can drop in . . . any
time until 6:00 PM.
There'll be souvenir gifts. door prizes, and you'll
have a chance to look over our full-service facil-
ities, and meet some of the nice people who'll be
working here.
Remember, Monday, December 20 is Opening
Day. After that, the handy new S. Bellevue Office
will be open from 9:30 AM to 2:00 PM, Monday
through Friday, and again from 3:00 to 6:00 on
Fridays.
We'll be expecting you.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK OF MEMPHIS
INEMBIR FEDERAL DEPOSIT INSURANCE CORPORATION
ILST 4ct*•,*
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1965
Negroes' Finances Five Persons
Worsening — Nabrit Shot In Four
UN Deputy Envoy Says Their Lot Incidents Here
Julian, and Earl B. Dickerson.
Ambassador Nabrit, former
president of Howard University figure to around 50,000 today, He told police that he Was
in Washington D. C., said the he added. walking near where some men
battle for equal rights has just Referring to the Watts riot, were shooting dice and heard
Nabrit said: "I do not applaud what he thought was a pistolbegun.
"What happened in Los Ange- violence. But it seems to me shot, and felt a sting in the
that in order to develop respect bark.
at the first report meeting. 
for the law one must also have After getting to the home of
First Report Meeting. $1 185.25 :Lii-!_11' 
lack of opportunity, of which law protects."
reason to respect the society a friend, he found that he had
been shot, and was carried to
ed $98 at the first report meet-
ing.
Reported At Kickoff ..$2,000.00
Second Report Meeting $4,566.50




WASHINGTON — (N1'1) —
Christmas will never come
around for Richard Hacker, 30-
year-old good-natured cab driv-
er who left his home one eve-
ning last week, but failed to
return.
Hacker's body was discover-
ed three days later on a con-
struction site in Silver Spring,
(Md.): his deserted cab, the
next. day in Southeast Washing-
ton.
When found, his feet had
been bound with a cord from
an electric power saw; his
hands were tied behind his
back, and his pockets were
empty.
Police theorize that robbery
was the prime motive, but
whatever it was, Hacker will
not be spending Christmas with
his wife and five children.
hfa, DA I SY






A 55[55 PRODUCIION• RELEASED SY nth CINTURY•ialt
t ntinued From Page 1
Is Getting Worse, Not Better No-
lan Thomas Jones, 26. of 2246
•
,a man, later identified as -
Negroes are worse off eco-rpoverty in the midst of plenty," W. Holmes rd., drove onto the .
nomieauy now than 10 years he said, in reference to the parking lot of a liquor store at
ago, James M. Nabrit, Jr., dep- ,Watts riots. 1502 S. Third at.
uty U. S. representative to the In pointing out that the Ne- They said they spoke to Jones
The condition of the Negro 
gro's economic situation has and said, "Where are you go-United Nations, said here.
masses is becoming worse, not, sal •
grown generally worse, Nabrit 
you where 
h inrepglioeidng':,1,111)suhlliewd
a dinner SpOn6gifeii by the NA—ing legal rights in courts, this
"All the while we are build- a .22 rifle from his car. and -^
shot twice.
One of the bullets struck
better, he said, as he addressed
ACP Legal Defense and Educa- changing society of ours is lim-jobs. Neely in the head, while theiting the opportunities forMonet Fund
The dinner was held in the accelerating the movement of
Chicago-Sheraton Hotel with povemar-'03 urban slums."
300 of Chicago's leading busi- fie noted that 10 years ago a
ness, social and religious lead. 'Negro was paid 52 cents for
ers attending.
For the first time, the Thur. 
the s,ime job for which a white
was paid $1. Today the Negro
good Marshall Award was gIv• is paid only 49 cents compared
en by the Fund. to $1 for whites, he said.
Honored with the award pla-
He said that in 1910 the lowest
que for supporting civil rights
laws were Mrs. Saul S. Sher- 
one fifth of the society shared
man, William Ming, Jr., Arnold 8 
percent of the national in.
come while now they share.
H. Maremont, Mrs. Everett -
Kolver, John II. Johnson, Rob- 
around 4 percent.
ert McDougal, Jr., Dr. Percy L. grAoetsonueotrikneted noenarlryai
3Ir50o railroads,  Nhee.
said. Automation has cut the
les was an explosion against the
Increasing sickness of our cities
of unemployment, poor educe-
BAIA BOIILEYY GEORGE BAKER CAROLE GRAY
*No 'rm. • war PKIAI
L'S—
STARTS XMAS DAY: First Mid-South Showing
.MURDER IN MISSISSIPPI"
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LOCAL OR OUT OF TOWN
Furniture or Materials
Handled With To Date Equipments
and the Best Of Care




DENEVER — (UPI) — A
restraining order against ex-
heavyweight champion Sonny
Liston, was. dissolved but Dist.
Judge Mitchel B. Johns told the
big boxer to keep away from
a Denver waiter.
The waiter, Ira W. Martin,
32, had asked the court for pro-
tection, claiming that the
rugged Liston had threatened
his life. Martin said Liston
loan-A him a two-headed nickel
and got mad when Martin lost
the coin.
"This is a two-bit case over
a two-headed coin," Johns com-
mented.
Johns had issued a temporary
restraining order, pending the
hearing, but he refused to make
it a permanent injunction. He
told Liston informally not to
"go out of your way" to en-
Judge
other hit Davis in the arm.
Police were summoned by a
clerk on duty in the liquor store,
and they arrived to arrest
Jones as he attempted to get
his car started after it stalled
on him in front of the liquor
store:
Although he denied shooting ilk
the victims officers found a ri-
fle in his car. Jones was charg-
ed with two counts of assault
lo murder and his bond set at
$1.000.
H. C. Stewart, 29, of 190 Loo-
ney was hit in the middle of
the back by gunfire as he walk-
ed in the alley at 100 Keel.
the hospital. He said he would
• • • not be able to identify the per-
son who shot him, and denied 4
, having b2en a participant in
the dice game.
Henry Taylor, 22, of Route 1,
Saturday at midnight after a
Eads, claimed he was shot on.
girl friend permitted him to "A
.sleep on a couch in the living 17
counter Martin, and advised : room. He said the two argued
Martin t stay assay lifront Lis- about his friendship with an- tl
ton, too. ,other girl before he lay down. 4
t
Liston has had several brush: 
After firing a shot which
struck him in the back, the tt
es with Denver police for driv-
ing violations. He has not had al 
girl, a Juanita Fleming, who rg
prizefight r since May, when 
Vanished after the incident. She
champion Cassius Clay 
knockedi,w,as still being sought at press
him out in the first round at'ume
Lewiston, Maine. 
-
An argument started in a g-t
Harlem House restaurant with
Martin did nut take the, wit- one patron in the establishment 'la''.
ness stand at the hearing. Lis- at 207 Hernando st. and con-
tinued with another man after
he was asked to leave resulted
in the shooting, of William ed-
wards, 41, of 1312 S. Lauder-
dale, Apt. 2.
Edwards caused a disturb-
ance in the restaurant, and af-
ter being asked to leav.e began
an argument with John Henry
Biggs, 54, of 1919 Farrington, a
cab driver, who then took a .22
calibre rifle from the trunk IS
Isis vehicle and fired a shot
1which split the victim's eye in-
to four parts.
Boggs has been arrested and
!charged with assault to mur-
.der. Although his condition was
not listed as serious, Edwards
has lost his eye. It was removed
, at John Gaston hospital.
James Banks Hutchins, 44, of
2541 Judson st., was shot in
[front of the Handy Pantry
'shop at the corner of Perry and
Aley rds. shortly after noon on
Saturday as the climax to a
continuing argument with his
Wife, Mrs. Sonja Hutchins, a-
bout an accident he had been
involved in with her car while
carrying four or five other wom-
tc..n testified that Martin had
visited hi:, home on one occs.
sion and that the waiter had'





Starts SAT. DEC. 1-8
NEW YORK —(UPI)— Mrs.
One Big Week! Paul Robeson, wife of the sing-
er and actor, died here after an
illness of several months. She
was 68.
Mrs. Robeson, the former
Eslanda Cardozo Goode, was
an anthropologist, author of
'African Journey" and "Paul
Robeson, Negro", and worked
actively for civil rights causes
throu:i'mut her life.
Two years ago, she and her
husband returned to this coun-
try from a five-year self-im-
posed exi:e in Europe. including
visits behind the Iron Curtain.
The couple had one son,
Paul Jr., and two grandchil-
dren.
Get 'personal.
Have all your gifts
initialed V.O. this year.
Seagram's V.O. does what no other whisky can—
defines smooth once and for all. Light? Of course.























































































































































Of King And Wars
I ALFRED DUCKETT of fractuted dignity. "I am nentme of my friends think reporting that sonic folks I
that Martin Luther King has know 
do not have the good
lost liri thing," my Bomie Big R
everend at the top of they
Mouth said. ' hit parade — not like 
they used
We were having our usual 
to. il
Saturday session in the Down Hew eome?
Home Barber Shop. Big's "Well, man, it seems to them!
mama had sent him out to buy —and I am still reporting—that'
some breakfast food and he civil rights leaders is civil'
was standing around with this.rights leaders and that they
brown paper bag like he had has no business messing in
been sent to shop for dinner. ,world affairs."
"What do you mean by 'his "But Martin King is not just
thing,' Big? I demanded. I like a civil rights leader. He is also
to question this cat about his a minister of the gospel," • I
Harlemese, even when I dig. protested. "He did not get the:
Nobel Peace Prize, just for ."Thing, man," he repeated
Impatiently. You know _
 his marching and demonstrating,
appeal, his magic wand that but a
lso because he believes
he usta wave over all them in non-violence. A
nd he does
g
Aland make them shout and 
not only believe in non-violencel
appy with freedom ferer."Iin race relations, but as an
- • . I ethic and a , principle which
I
ere any of those menus
of yours at Abyssinia Baptist should 
be applied when it comes
Church a few Sundays ago to re
lations between nations."
when Martin Luther King was "1 expect you have a point,"
guest speaker? •'I wanted to Big conceded. "But, remem-
know. "If they were and saw her, I am JIM reporting. I have
the way he held that big con- not yet made up my mind. But,
gregation in the palm of his somehow, 1 :solider if It Is right
hands — at two standing room to talk about peace when we
only services, one right after do not have peace and we are
the other — they might give in Viet Nam. Speaking of that
that judgment a sec o n ci Viet Nam business, though. I
thought." wonder about that too. One
•• What d - thing 1 have made it ii In m? I ybo you c eve
asked "Don't give me the old mind that I am giving out no
"it's not me, it's the boys" more advice. Not even to








MANASSAS i't t I I — The Manassas PTA tea was held
recently in the cafeteria of the school. The president wishes
to thank the many friends who helped to make the affair a
success. Among the many, Mewls who attended the tea
was Mrs. M. E. Murphy, a istired school leacher„ who said
it was one of the best that she had ever attended. Mrs.
Theresa Franklin was crowned Miss Manassas, Miss Shady
Parker, Miss PTA; and Mr. Clarence Stokes, Mr. Manes-
ass. Plaques were presented to Mrs. IA. Taylor and Mrs.
0. Z. Hodge for having rooms with 100% PTA membership.
Chlorine Bleach Mixtures
Recently a peculiar type of
accident struck two housewives
undertaking a household chore
I found in almost every house-
hold. The addition of the old
familiar chlorine bleach — a so-'
d t -h chlorite solution—to
464
Mrs. Josephine Calbert was general chairman. Mr. I.. B.
Hobson is principal of the school, and Mrs. Hattie 1.ock is
the reporter from the PTA. Shown In the above picture are,
from left to right, Mrs. Bernice Ballard, Bluff City Council
president: Miss Shady Parker, Miss PTA; Mrs. Theresa
Franklin, Miss Manassas; Mrs. Josephine Culbert, chair-
man; Mrs: F. Taylor, chairman of fashions; Mrs. E. Till-
man. secretary; Mrs. I.. Price, president; Mr. 0. 'I'. Pew
pies, vice president; and Mrs. C. Lentz Stevens, principal
of Florida Elementary school and narrator of fashions.
Can Give Off Fatal
other, but may prove disas
t rous.
Stick to the safe rule: Read
Fumes
boots, sinks and bathtubs or
on electrical appliances. This
will in time dull and roughen
the fine smooth porcelain stir -
Lane Gets Grant
For Math Study
Announeen‘ent has been made
by Dr. C. A. Kiikendoll, prest
dent of Lace college, Jackson,
Tenn., that the institution has
been granted 842,150 by the Na-
tional Science Foundation to
conduct a summer institute for
thirty-five secondary school
mathematics teachers. T h e
eight-week institute will begin
on June 13 and go through Au- t
gust 5.
The Institute is especially de-
signed to stiongthen the mathe-
matics programs in this West-
ern area, with major emphasis
on Tennessee for those second-.
;.!ry scht I:at:hers who are
rcquis•ed to leech courses
modern mathematics for which
their backgrounds are meager.
Aso eligible are subject-matter
sUpervisors.
The courccs to be offered are.
jut roduct ion to Modern Con-
cepts of Mathematics, Introduc
lion to Modern Algebra, and
Fundament:A Concepts of Mod
ern Geometry of which nine t9i
semester hows of credit will be
ieceived by participants who
salistactorily complete the re-
quirements.
Particiemils will receive the
maximum stipend of $75.00 per ,
week with $15.00 dependency a!'
Ii wance up to a limit of tour.,
Travel al'owances are provided
at the role of not more than
ittlif CVIliS per mile 'for one
round trip from home or a IIIIIX-
111111111 of $80.00.
: To direct the institute will be
Professor John Douglas Jr
les, and the Tennessee Mathe-
matics Assoeiation. Ile will be
assisted by Dr. Calvin E. King.
Professor of Mathematics at
Tennessee A. and I. Slate Uni-
versity in NosLville, Tenn.
In accoed.ince with the poli-
cies of the Foundation, selec-
ion of individuals for partici-
pation in the Institute will not
be on the basis of race, creed,
color, or national origin.
Application blanks may he se-
cured now from the Directur of
the Institute. Address all in-
quiries to Proft,ssor John Dow.
glas, Jr. Department of ?Cabe-
mat!cs, Lane College, Box 126,
Jackson, Tenn. •
The deadline for submitting






er association met last Monday
night, and the topic discussed




Mrs. Willie Powell, Locke; Mrs.
Sadie Threlkeld, Woodstock,
and a teacher, Sanimie Lucas
your own opinion." "You quote your friends cri- in separate locations but under; the label carefully and follow f Walsh.an acid or acid-produeting sub- he ce, WhiCh is attractive as
"They is times when I ex-ticising Martin King who wantsI"similar circumstances. 
B h e a d of the Department of omanufacturer's directions
stance, such as a toilet bowl,•w ll as utilitarian.
presses and other times when peace — and in the next breath .were using an ordinary toilet •, .exactly. Keep in mind that Bleaching agents should not 
tlatliematics at Lane college During the month of Novem-
1 reports," Big retorted with you sound very bitter about lbowl cleaner. 
.cleanser, or just plain vinegar, modern scouring powers often be mixed Wilt th • following: 
Ile holds 'he B.A. degree and her, the PTA observed National
what appeared to be a sense war," I said. 
'will suddenly release a quanti.
contain chlorine bleach., Dissatisfied with the way the ty of toxic chlorine gas.
Economically, it is unsound is()el:t.'n rii.)Istn"renci.:.;
•• , , , , ', '  ' M.S. degree in pure mathemat- ' "
‘aenrse,rsv,intogilaionia,' L's and he:i don, . additional 
Education Week. It was climax-
- stains were being removed, DEADLY WHEN INHEALED ' .n ,•cleaner.- 
id at a discussion panel entit-
each decided to add a house- to use chlorine bleach i toilet oven  
r or study in mathematics at the It'd, "What Parents Can Do in
Similarly, when it is mixed . University of California, Ober-
hold bleach and stirred the 
the lime to Motivate and
with other alkaline matter, am • 
- • - - lin College and Vanderbilt Uni




1852 So. Bellevue Ph 948-6624
suit, one died quickly, while
the other spent a long time in
a hospital!
In another case, 20 people
were overcome by toxic gases
released 'from a combined do-
it-yourself cleaner, a witches'
brew of cleanser, chlorine
bleach and ammonia.
In each of the cases, the dam-
age was caused when the utters
decided to combine two or more
cleaning agents commonly
mania or lye, the chemical ac 
School To Offer still continue up until Dec. 22. versity. 
Stimulate Their Children.
tion liberates a highly Irritating
gas. If inhealed, the fumes can
cause serious injury and posse Arkansas Adults
lily death.
Do not make the mistake ot Free Education•thinking that because certain
household products are good , Starting Monday night, Jan..
and useful, a combination will
, 'do the job bett 1966 free elementary educe.er. On the con- 3,
itrary. this may be not only be a
waste of time and effort by pro. over 18 at the Scipio A. Jonesi
ducing poorer results through High school in North Little
neutralizing or diluting one an- Rock, Ark., and registration
tion will be offered to adultsi
The studies are being offered
as a feature of the Economic
Opportunity Act, and textbooks
and all instructional supplies
will be furnished.
E. II. hunter, principal of
the school, has asked that the
announcement be read in
churches, so that as many eli-
gible adults as possible may
take advantage Of the studies.
He has taught in several NSF
Summer Institutes and served
as visiting lecturer on numer-
ous ocsasions, lie recently at-
tended a director's orientation
Imeeting in Chicago. Illinois,
sponsored by the National Sci-
ence Foundation.
Mr. Douglas holds member,
ship in the American Mathe-
imatical SociAy, the Mathemat-
ical Association of America,
National Teachers of Mathemat-
Patrons on the panel were
James Pigue, Overton Cross-
ling; and Mrs. Martha Harris,
Springhill. Roscue McVay and
Thomas LaFlora, industrial
arts instructors, gave a sum-
mary.
Mrs. Willie M. Jones is presi-
dent of the PTA; Mrs. Lydia B.
Nelson in charge of publicity,
and Mrs. Susie M. Rogers pro-
gram chairman.








ance staff & main-












Imagine being able to Own a
diamond beauty such as these
at this ;urprisingly low price!
14 Kt, gold with 6 to 18 dia-
monds, 17 jewels.
Will Be $125 After Safe
Rut For A
Limited Time,
Your Choice . . .
Diamond
Splendor
One full carat of
diamonds, 17 jew-



















Write Perel & Lowen-









This is whet she's hoping for Shit
Christmas . . .- from YOU! The be-




A brilliant diamond cen-
tered in a massively
handsome 14 Kt. gold
mounting.
See our huge collection of Artcarved
diamonds and wedding ring,.
Artcerved "Tribute"
Diamond Ring
• For her alone . a tribute to




Styled in the tradi-
tional mood, a bridal




A splendid ring for a
man who loves true
quality and rare de-




If she loves the classic
solitaire setting, give
her this beautiful dia-




If she longs for the un-








For a bride.to•be or
for a bride of many
years, a magnificent
and treasured token






shaped diamond in a






Phone Orders Invited ... Call 525-6111
Downtown Store .. . 144 S. Main, Memphis, T nnnnn sea
Also of Northgate, Poplar Plata & Lamar-Airways Center
All Memphis Stores Open Every Night 'Til Christmas
• •
art let







GREATER MT. ZION'S GOLDEN ANNIVERSARY—Members of the Greater
Mt. Zion Baptist church are seen in front of the Sanctuary after celebrating
' their 50th anniversary. The church was founded in 1915 at 1414 Davis with
Rev. Jim Bolden as pastor. In 1920, Rev. W. R. Hooks was elected as pastor,
and served until he was called to Chicago. In 1920, Rev. S. 0. Chatman was
Greater Protection Promise
For Child With Birth Defect
NEW YORK—More and more
Americans are learning that
Congratulation To
Enter New Church
The congregation of the Mt.
Lebanon Baptist church will en-
ter its new church, located at
1276 Driver S.reet, Sunday, De-
cember 19.
Commencing with a motor-
cade from 491 E. McLemons at
3:00 p.m. to the church, the
Dedication P;ogram will begin
at 3:30 p.m.
Gue:,t ches include the
Olivet Baptist Church, whose
pasto r, the Reverend E. W.
Williamson, will bring the ser-
mon: and t h e Pilgrim Rest
Baptist church, pastored by the
I Reverend C. M. Lee.
STRANGE CUPIDS
elected as pastor and served the church for 29 years. He was followed by the
present pastor, Rev. E. V. McGhee, who has led the congregation in the re- HAYWARD, Calif.—(UPI) —
modeling and annexation of the building. The celebration was highlighted Willie Mays and Juan Marichal
with a strmon by one of the former pastors, Rev. Chatinan at the morning I of baseball fame may seem
services. (Withers Photo) like strange cupids, but they
  brought Mr. and . Mrs. Tom
durtive than was the planning. Andreas Selected Hambaugh together.
sessions. Rosa McDonald, 91 and Toin
One thing that would certain- NEW YORK — (UPI) — 1.1.mh.„„1,, 92, were married
ly help the Spring conference :-Lew Andreas, former athletic
is the elimination of the stupid d
irector and basketball coach at the 
Hayward Rest Home
kind of secrecy which the Ad.at Syracuse University, will
 re.j where they live 
after spending 
 
ministration is employing. ceive the James Lynah Award 
a baseball season sharing a re-
from the Eastern College 
Ath-iReplies to queries as to who letic Conference on Dec. 9. The Giants' 
to listen to San Francisco
games.
Legal Defense Fund; James w 
is imposing the cloak and dig-
ger attitude over these dellbera•
Farmer, CORE; George Wiley, as far as the Spring conference lions generally reveal the name
assistant director CORE; Dom- is concerned; does not know of Lee White, a White House
thy Height, president, National what kind of conference it should presidential assistant who has
Council of Negro Women, and be; does not know whether or become the liaison between the
Marion Barry, head of the I not to expand the planning President and civil rights
Washington office of the Student staff of the conference, and groups.
Non-Violent Coordinating Com- wonders if more people from
mittee. the business segment should be What the last conference lack.
Speaking for the Government invited to the Spring rights fest. ed was real grass roots partici-
officials on post-mortems of the were "To Fulfill These Rights". pation in the planning. What
White House sponsored Nov. 17- co-chairmen Carl Holman, for- What should the agenda be: would enhance both White
38 hassle, held here to solve the, merly of Atlanta where he who should br invited, and house prestige and sincerity
problems of the Negro, i taught, school, was active in the -what are we trying to get out would be an "open door" poli-
The select few stayed for on-,civil rights movement and edit-
of the conference" were ques- cy which would allow the Na-
ly a day this time — two hours ed a newspaper, and Morris A- tions batted around by those lion — and especially the Ne-
to be exact — trying to decidebram, still of New York where
who obviously have a big stake, gro — to tell the President ex-
what, if anything, had been ac-,he practices law and a host of in making the Spring confer- actly what they want him to do
complished by .the November other things. once more meaningful and pro-1 about civil rights.
confab that would be worth re- The off-the-record tete-a-tete 
.
peating in the spring when thou-, was held to bring major civil s...earromes.
sands are slated to come back
here to help the President fi-
gure out ways and means of
getting the Negro off America's
back.
Among those stealthily in at-
tendance at the "summing-up",what is still patently clear is
were Jack Greenberg, NAACtIthat the Administration does not
Big Six Struggle To Make
White House Parley Work
By ADOLPH J. SLAUGHTER
(Washington Bureau Associat-
ed Negro Press)
WASHINGTON — (ANP) —
A not-so-secret, secret post
White House conference on civ-
il rights was silently convened
in Washington last week, with
representatives of the "Big
Six" jawing with Government
us realize that we are an inte-
gral part of the American way
of life, and that we must awak-
en to °lir responsibilities and
respect for ourselves and each
other, and demand respect as
individuals and as designated
groups.
Since we are placing our
votes, we should be represent-
ed when they are counted, for
none cares to waste time voting
when the count goes wrong. It
is time for us to open our eyes.
Mr. Baskerville, who in his
quest for the position of alder-
man lost by a few votes, said
he is deeply grateful to all who
voted for him and assisted him
in any way. There will be an-
other time, and let us be 'ready.
BIRTHDAY PARTY
A few friends gathered in the
home of the Vances on Twelfth
to await Mr. Houston Vance,
who was scheduled to take the
Vances away. Little did he
know that plans were made for
a surprise birthday party in his
honor, until he entered and
heard the ''Happy Birthday"
song. He was truly surprised
Helping in the fun were Mes-
dames Ida Mae Smith, Rosie,
Mae Perry, and Freddie Dick-
erson. Coming in later with a
birthday cake with 20 candles'
on it were Kit Mays and his
rights leaders up to date on
what happened at the November
planning session and to discuss
what should be covered at the
upcomig Spring holocaust.
According to some observers,
Humboldt News
The recent city election makes girl friend, Miss Jones.
LIGHTING CONTEST
The Gloxinia Art and Garden
club met in a call meeting in
the home of the president with
Mrs. Cottrell Thomas giving a
beautiful devotion on Christ-
mas. Plans were made for the
approaching holiday season and
included a ten dollar donation
to the Gillespie kindergarten.
carol singing at St. Mary's, and
a trip to Dyer to judge in the
Christmas lighting there. All
citizens in Humboldt who par-
ticipated in the lighting program
are asked to join in the city
lighting program this year.
There were some beautiful
homes last year in the contest
and we believe the competition
will be stronger on a city-wide
basis. Mrs. Martha Lacey,
chairman of the Christmas light-
ing contest, will distribute
blanks as usual, but the judg-
ing will be on a city-wide basis.
All members are asked to as-
semble at the president's home
on Dec. 23 at 530 in prepara-
tion for the singing.
In a war-torn world, let's
brighten up and lighten up, for,
Christmas, as the Christ child
still lives.
Miss Mable Northcross has
returned to St. Louis, but before
leaving she left a lot of sun-
shine in our city.
epoCU ems Nit waissme Cam ••• winianaurs
og g - MINUTE AUTOMATIC •
: CAR WASH $ 25:6••




• ▪ SUMMER AVE. CAR WASH •
• 3 100 Summer at Baltic
Piasonsmussuciamp••••••••••••••6
▪ Effective November 7 9 1 965
•
•
Sot n, Sun. SI 25
sot OW SAM to 6 P
Sun , Ow SAM to 2 P
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For. Individuals And Groups




248 Vance Ave. SA 7-9320
Memphis, Tenresso•
'YOUR Company Makes What Yea Ask For And







) cA• T HOME AilINGS!
'undo, arta se
home dative's/I
each time you buy 2 half-gallons et
MIDWEST MILK





NO TRAFFIC OR PARKING PROBLEM
MEMPHIS TRANSIT AUTHORITY
Tick-tock...tick-tock...
. the Bourbon that






STUMM 80015011 WHISKY • 84 1400I • tIMIS, MD CHARTER Pas. cc, iouusvuut, sv,
ECAC will also honor former
basketball referee Hagan An-
dersen,
The couple found they shared
the same interests. Both are
it was inevitable.
'the child wi:h a With defect is
not an isolated mistake of na-
ture," Basil O'Connor, presi-
dent oi The National Founds-
ton-March of Dimes, writes in
the foreword to the 1964-65 an-
nual reporf of the voluntary or-
ganization.
"This child is not an alien
among us, apart from our lives,
our interests and above all, our
responsibilities," he added. "Ile
Is of our kind and his failing Is
but one accrnted symbol of the
impertect'on of our kind. To be
born imperfect is to be dif1,1
mt on:y in degree."
The Nationa, Foundat I
March of Dimes entered toe
field of birth defects after it led
the successful campaign against
polio whicn was destroyed as a
public health menace by race:
nation,






482 S. Perkins Ext.
the annual report
' states that the organization has
"stepped up the pace o' essen-
tial fact finding in the field of
birth defects and made good
I hradway in its search for*
ewers that make sense
and prom2se greater protection
for the newborn of tomorrow.
i Few categories of disease
affecting the lives of so many











Shop the "Price-less Way"
with
QUALITY STAMPS
17 convenient Quality Stamps
redemption centers to serve you.
Open Monday thru Saturday 9 A.M.
til 6 P.M. from now 'til Christmas!
Where Prices are Right-Clerks
Polite, and you'll always find



























































SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1965
TSU DELEGATES — Tennessee State t ni-
versity was represented by three delegates
at the annual meeting of the Tennessee
Academy of Science held in Oak Ridge, Ten-
nessee, Dec. 10 and II. A scientific research
paper was read to the Zoology Section by
Bennie Miles of Memphis. a graduate stu-
dent who co. authored the paper with Dr.
John 61. Mallette, professor of biology. The
paper is called "The Immunological Compe-
tence of Pituitary Homografts in the Chick
Embryo." Dr. Mallette serves as program
chairman of the Academy's Zoology Sec.
Melrose PTA Ti Meet
'The Melrose PTA will bold
its regular meeting in the addl.
torium, on Monday, Dec. 213,
at 7:30 p.m. All parents are
urged to be Present.
Mrs. Bessie Edward the new-
ly elected president, is plan-
tion. Also attending the meeting was Miss
Dorothy Williams. a sophomore biology ma-
jor from Memphis, as a delegate to Colic.
giate Section of the Academy. She is one of
three students working with Dr. Mallette
under a 512.800 National Science Foundation
grant awarded last September. TSU student
researchers Bennie Miles and Dorothy Wil.
Rams observe a chick embryo as Miles ex-
plains experiments he Ls conducted as
part of his research in the field of graft
acceptance.
On Monday
fling another interesting meet•
ing.
Fred Brown will continue his
series of lectures on modern
mathematics.




















your layaway plan for
Clothing for th• whole
p•r wsisk will start your
& site our smartest selections
& children. We welcome
service.




























Gift decanter or regular bottle. Both
contain the same great whiskey Both in
festive holiday wrap (at no extra cost)
Seagram's 7 Crown. The Sure One
UMW DiStillERS COMP. PP rot 6.,r BUNKO *HOU 86 POO 61% sem Pam
•
Timers Social club, a member
of Mu Alpha Theta, the Junior
Classical League, the Senior
High Social Science club and a
member of the National Honor
Society.
After graduation, he plans to
NEED MONEY?
Solve Your Problems '
With a Small, Low Cost
Real Estates Loon




$ 500.00 S 12.90
$1,000.00 5 23.70
$1,500.00 S 34.50







ANY TIME 24 HRS. A DAY
"It's Better to






This is your Tiger Town re-
porter once again, growling the
news from the Tiger's den.
i HIGHLIGHT
3 Friday night, Dec. 3, the TI-
Igers met with the undefeated
!Carver Blue Devils of Tupelo,
Miss., and once agaux, the attend a university in New Eng.
l'riggs - to Triggs combination land and major in mathemat-
brought another vetory to the icy.
Tigers. He is an active ,member of
Manassas took a 7 to 0 lead Parkway Gardens Presbyterian
in the second quarter on a pass church. He lives with his par.
from Wilbert Triggs to Chula ents. Mr. and Mrs. Thurman
Triggs, and an extra point by Northcross, at 1801 Greenvievc
Curtis Broome. The Blue Devils circle.
scored twice and lead the ri -
gers 13 to 7, until the last 12
seconds of the game.
Then a 10-yard pass to Sam
Evans to Wilbert Triggs and an
extra point by Curtis Broome,
made it 14 to 13 for Manassas.!
Hats off to the Tigers, cham-
pions of the 1965 Blues Bowl.
CLASS NEWS
The senior class has elected
very competent leaders for the
1965-66 school year.
They are Thurman North
cross, president: Matthew Da-
vis, vice president; Eva Flow-
ers, secretary; Lenora Reed.
parliamentarian; Luella Maple.
treasurer; Emanuel Bowles
treasurer; Charles Hall, repor
ter; Bertha Atwater, chaplain.
and Calvin Cleaves, business
manager.
SPOTLIGHT
Captured in the blue and gold
spotlight this week is Thurman
Northcross, a member of th.
_ 12-6 homeroom supervised I,)
Miss B. Jones.
Bonds On campus he is president .dthe senior class, staff officer of























The full amount of the Excise Tax cut will be passed on to
telephone customers.
You'll notice your first monthly reduction at the beginning of next year. The
tax cut on telephone service will be gradual over a period of four years, begin-
ning with a drop from the present 10% to 3% in January, 1966.
None of the Excise Tax revenues have ever gone to the telephone company.
Instead, over the years, we have merely collected the money for the United
States government.
Your January telephone bill will reflect this reduction of cost. And the
fact that the full Excise Tax-cut savings will be passed on to you makes your
telephone service an even bigger bargain. As in the past, your telephone service
will continue to be quick, dependable, convenient. We will strive as always to







See The All New
1966 MUSTANG
Now On Display
WHILE CHECKING OUR USED CAR PRICES,
REVIEW SOME OF THE
Complete Selection Of The All New
1966 FORDS ON SALE NOW!
Highest Trade.le Allowances Ever
New Mustang GT Hardtop
ALL 1965 FORDS MUST GLI
.41 my 7..cIs DelrOnItri#Oft, Company Cars and bocutits Cart
FANTASTIC DISCOUNTS
FOR EXAMPLE
1965 FORD GALAXIE 500 $2461 1 00 FULL14••• hatiOes ktc, • ,•••• ,,••••not c ...km us.MIV MA V " 17ist 's:4 . "" .""' "". PRICE
USED CAR BARGAINS!















'44 P011 ialAXII Sal 
For•ot
CHAROI TOUR DOWN PAYMINTI
Register Hero for 5,715 Valuable
Prins to It Given Away—Including
15 NEW '66 FORDS
New Falcon Future Sports Cnupe with optional vinyl roof covering
'60 Studebaker
Swim saw 11(.01 shs•.,
$495
PI" $21.18 Per
'61 T•111rd '62 Chevrolet
'Pow, and SIPS o.etssele.
Pious $56.77 per Me, Notts $37.gi hr Mo.
Fairlane 500 Hardtop (Fairlane GT Hardtop shown on pg. 2)
'63 yore
Cstexlis sot Per cruise.
omatic iel our, 11363
Notes $54.12 hr Mo.














Packs on the side. 1116T.




,Netta $5241 TIM Ma.
MEMPHIS EXCLUSIVE DEALER FOR MUSTANG, GT 350 and COBRA
Herff Ford has a car te suit th• profession; Lawyer, Doctor, Teacher, Government Worker,
Factory Worker, Domestic; and a plan to assure you of busying at Herff Ford. Summer Ave.
NO DOWN PAYMENT — TRADE INS ACCEPTED
HERFIF FORD
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Nigeria's Logic
Nigerian Chief S. 0. Adebo's
penetrating observation during
a United Nations debate on the
admission of Communist China
has had a therapeutic, if not
diplomatic effect, on the mem-
bers of the world organization,
He said, "I am as diOressed as
anyone by China's present
language; but while it is kept
out, its language will not im-
prove."
This is the point many of
those who oppose Red China
are unable to see. A consider-
able number of moderate
governments cast their votes in 44
favor of Peking's admission,
not because they agree with its
Ideology or its position on in-
ternational affairs, but because
they take the common sense
point of view that Communist
China, inside the United Na-
tions, is better for the world and
the possibility of peaceful un-
derstanding, than Communist
China out of the UN.
Most of the countries directly
In the Path of aggresive China
--Burma, Combodia, India,
Nepal and Pakistan — disre-
garded the possibility of un-
provoked aggression and voted
to admit Peking. Twice as many
of the new African states voted
for Peking as against it. Africa.
Premier en-lai once remarked.
Is "ripe for revolution."
Some of the African countries
undoubtedly voted in fear of
Peking, coupled with their be-
lief that membership in the UN
!night make the Chinese less
menacing than continued ex-
clusion and isolation. This re-
tionalization has merit. It is a
line of logic that other states
will have to follow. To keep
Communist China out of the
world organization while she is
building a nuclear stock-pile is
as perilous as it is lacking in
common sense.
A measure of moral pressure
Rule By Force
The Congo once more is un-
der the spotlight. Otis the same
story of internecine struggle,
except that the army has ur-
surped the constitutional pow-
ers and arrogated to itself 111e
right to rule the country with-
out a mandate fron: the pe^ple.
General Mobutu. who engi-
neered the coull d'etat, is neith-
er a general in the strict mili-
tary sense nor a statesman in
the common acceptance of the
term, President Kasabuvu. who
has been deposed, did his best
to steer the country in the right
path as marked out by the Con-
golese constitution.
His difficulties stemmed
mostly from failure of the mili-
tary to keep order and carry
out the full burden of its re-
sponsibility. That Gen. Mobutu
had this usurpation of power in
mind when he failed to
strengthen the hands of a con-
stitutionally elected government
cannot be discounted as a fig-
ment of the imagination.
If there was an internal
power struggle between the
chief executive and some key
figure in the cabinet, it w:is
nothing strange or unfamili:tr
to representative governments.
could be brought to bear on
Peking if China held UN mem-
bership. In fact, her very pre-
sence there would force her to
consider ...world opinion before
initiating any wild course of
action. Certainly no coercion of
any sort can be exerted on a
country that is completely iso-
lated from the deliberations of
the United Nations. The argu-
ment often advanced that
China's admission to the UN
would be a triumph for Com-
munism in Southeast Asia is
apuriotis. How then can the
presence of the Soviet Union or
of Albania, Bulgaria, Hungary
and Rumania in the UN be de-
fended, It must be admitted
that much of the bellicose fire
of these states has been
smothered or doused since their
entry into that consortium of
nations in quest of peace.
Nigeria, which is the most
conservative of the newly inde-
pendent African states, as emin-
ently correct in the assumption
about Red China's behavior.
There is no question but that
mankind would be far nearer its
goal of abiding peace with Com-
munist China within hearing
distance of the pleadings for in-
ternational amity and goodwill.
Who can doubt that Russia
would be on a. rampage today
were it not for the moral cli-
mate of restraint that prevails
in the United Nations? So it
would be with China: member-
ship in the UN implies acquies-
cence to the provisions of the
organizations charter.
Donald S. Zagoria, Columbia
University specialist on Sine-
Soviet Affairs, urges the
United States to begin laying
the basis for "a realistic re-
lationship with Peking" foe the
period after Mao Tse-tung. A
UN seat for Peking would be
one of several starters.'
Bickering for power is so habi-
tual an aspect of political or-
ganizations that it seems to he
one of the major premises upon
which rests the rate of progress
in a free society.
But Mobutu used that as a
prop to hoist himself into
power. Those who are familiar
with the history of civilization
know how right Lord Action's
famous epigram on the corrup-
tive influence of power is. Gen.
Mobutu will prove to be no ex-
ception to the rule.
Mobutu should be remined,
however, that the primary pur-
pose of government is to pro-
tect the natural rights of the
people; that the crux of govern-
ment is to the procure the con-
sent of the governed through
the electoral process; and that
the people must pass final judg-
ment on what the men in power
have done, reserving the right
to change these things.
In its present status as a
republic trying to pursue the
democratic concept, the Congo
will learn the truth of the re-
mark that modern democratic
government is "just one damn
crisis after another." d .




Send King To Rhodesia
"Humans is like New York
City streets," said Simple.
"They always in need of repairs.
And old humans is like old
houses — something is always
breaking down, else they are
falling in a bath tub and break-
ing a hip."
'"Young humans is not much
better. Young folks is always
liable to something happening
to them to which they ought to
expect to be liable to from the
things they do. For instant, if
the boys play football, they lia-
ble to break a collar bone."
"If the girls ride horseback in
Central Park, they liable to get
throwed head over heels and
break their neck. If they ski,
they sure to break an ankle.
And if they go ou eight in a car
after a party, they bound to
speed — then WHAM! Crash!
Kids scattered all over the high-
way — and them that lives is in
need of repairs, colored or
white.
"Things also happend to kids
inside themselves which neither
doctors nor old folks nor parents
do not know how to repair, even
though the same things happen-
ed to parents when they was
young."
"For instant, girls having a
baby before she gets married
— and not knowing which a
way to run or to whom to turn.
As common as such a thing is,
looks like everybody ought to be
-willing to help that girl, but of-
times nobody is. And the moth'-
er--girl and boy-father and baby
all grow up in need of repairs."
"One things throws another
out of whack — which is why
they need HARYOU-ACT, not
just in Harlem but everywhere
else in this U.S.A., even if
HARYOU-ACT itself is in need
of repairs, which the news-
appers say it is. HARYOU is
only hman. also young, and
since it is run by Negroes, na-
turally some white folks want
to cut its heart out — under the
guise of repairs."
"Looks like right now Ameri-
can white folks have got the no-
tion that it be their Christian
duty to repair the whole world
right or wrong, everywhere
from Santo Domingo to Viet
Nam. even if they have to kill off
half the people to cure them of
what Americans think ails
them."
"It is Dr. Sam's determination
to repair the nations here and
there and every-which-a-where,
thither tend yon, whether they
wants treatment or not, repairs
- or not, discotheques or not, we
are prepared to give rock-and
roll to them express delivery in
jet bombers. Dr. Sam is ready."
"What Dr. Sam?" I asked.
"Dr. Uncle Sam," said Simple,
"who has even lately turned his
attention to Mississippi, Ala-
bama, and Georgia which has
more need of repairs than some
of these foreign countries
Washingten is so concerned a-
bout. God knows Harlem needs
as much attention as Hanoi, and
Selma needs more than Sai-
gon."
•
"And everytime a jet bomber
falls over there in Asia, kids in
South Carolina is cheated out of
20 schools that, could be. built
with that • money. How come
them jet bombers costs so many
millions and millions of dollars
just to shoot and get shot at, to
bomb and be bombed so they
cannot even be repaired?"
"Not to speak of the young
mens crashing in them bombers
who cannot be repaired either
way off yonder in some far off
country they neyer even learned
to spell the name of in school.
Who ever heard of Saigon till
lately?"
"Who ever heard of Selma.
either, until lately?" I asked.
"Washington do not send even
one bomber down there," declar-
ed Simple," and nary a, marine."
"Selma is a domestic illness,"
I said. "Whereas Saigon over-
seas is an international .problem
which Washington thinks only
the military can aid."
"I wonder will Washington
rush in to aid them white South
Africans overseas in Rodesia?"
asked Simple.
Haven't you read in the pap-
ers that Washington's sympath-
ies lie with the BLACK Rhode-
sians rather than with the
whites?" I asked -
"I do not believe everything I
read in the papers," said Sim-
ple. "And if we want to save the
world for democracy, we ought
to send bombing planes to Rho-
desia too, to rescue them 16 mil-
lion black folks from them white
folks who has told the English
to kiss their gold mines good-
bye and to stay in London and
mind their own business —
which do not make much dif-
ference to the Africans ho how."
"The British did not free
them, either, long as they ruled
over Rhodesia. But since our
U.S.A., these days, believes in
setting the whole world right
and repairing wrongs every-
which-a-where, maybe we will go
over there and set Rhodesia
right on the race problem with
Marines, and send Dr. Martin
Luther King, Jr., as Ambassador
when the new Rhodesian govern-
ment is set up under our protec-
tion. Me, I wish to go to Rho-
desia as head bartender for all
Embassy functions."
"You want to go as bartender?
You know Dr. King is a minister
and dose not drink," I declared.
,"Democracy would go down
the drain," said Simple, "serv-
ing nothing but Coca-Cola in
them foreign countries. Me. I
would import the best Ken-
tucky bourbon, the best St. louis
beer, and the best California
wines for our ambassador to
serve eVerytime he gives a dip-
lomatic reception — and I would
drink to every guest personally
myself whilse serving.'
"Also to Ambassador King,
since he do not drink himself.
You know, one good way for
American to have peace at home
would be to send Martin Luther
King, Jr. as Ambassador to






Goldwater Harm Needs Repair
The other day, at the request
of a group of the officers and
founders of the National Negro
Republican Assembly, I went to
Atlanta to attend planning :ses-
sions to strengthen and expand
the work of this organization.
The assembly came into being
in San Francisco during the
Goldwater debacle which took
heart and soul out of the nation-
al Republican Party. Some-
times good comes out of evil. I
believe that this is the case
where the Assembly is concern-
ed. We were banded together at
the National Convention in a de-
termined effort to stop Gold-
water and, that failing, not only
In refuse to support him, but to
fight him with every resource.
Although there has been a
great deal of talk from so-called
liberal Republicans, warning a-
gainst a repetition of the Gold-
water take-over, there seems to
have been very little action.
Negro Republicans, many of
them prominent in communities
across. this nation, intend to do
more than talk.
In the election of Lyndon
Johnson and the more recent
stunning Lindsay victory in
New York City, it is obvious
both that the Negro vote is a
decisive factor in local and na-
tional contests and also that it
cannot be taken for granted any
longer.
Perhaps it may take the de-
termined action of Negroes in
the GOP — those who are inde-
pendent and intelligent — to res-
cuse the Grand Old Party.
As far as I am personally con-
cerned, I must confess that I
have maudlin love for the Re-
publican Party. My concern is
that we maintain a two-party
system so that Americans —
especially minorities — may
have the bargaining power ne-
cessary to gain for them the
best of everything in our society.
The reason. I have agreed to
work with the Assembly is that
I like the spirit of those men
and women who comprise its
leadership. In the main, they are
youthful or youthfully-minded,
aggressive people, less interest-
ed in personal /gain than in the
perpetuation of the two-party
system. They are thinking more
in terms of the future of their
children than in terms of glory
for themselves.
I am particularly impressed
by John Clay who has akin a
strong leadership role in the
affairs of the Assembly and in
the determination to set up a
national convention.
I will be elling you more of







Truman Capote has written a
factual account of a grisly crime
which took place in Kansas some
years ago. "In Cold Blood" re-
creates the murder of the Clut-
ter family, father, son, mother
and daughter, all of them shot-
gunned by two would-be rob-
bers, Dick Hickock and Perry
Smith. The book has been seri-
alized in the New Yorker maga-
zine and it will be publised in
February.
What makes this so fascinat-
ing and profound a story is not
the viciousness of the crime por
the police work that went into
the capture of the two mur-
derers but rather the psycho-
logy and motives tliat possessed ,
these two young drifters to
commit so shocking a number
of murders.
Literally they had no explicit
motive. Perry Smith and Dick
Hickock had come hundreds of
miles when they were released
from prison to crack a safe in a
house. they. had. never, seen.
There was no safe, there was no
money, and they brutally as-
sassinated a whole family.
In human history all societies
and cultures have boasted that
men shun needless cruelty. The
aborigine. may. well. perform
what by our standards, are
cruel acts but the aborigine may
not think they are needless and
he may well not think they are
cruel.
The quality of the Clutter
murder had to be apparent to its
perpetrators. it was vicious,
bestial, and needlessly cruel.
Whatever motives these killers
had must remain mysteriousoto
us.
On the other hand the one
thing that seems lacking in our
analysis is that the boy Hic-
kock acme from a family that
rarely produced psychopaths so
that the auto accident which he
suffered and on which he based
his defense, may well be a deter-
mining factor.
In addition he was a pedo-
phile which is a curious disease
and even more curious in a mur-
derer. A pedophile is really a
criminal and usually this is the
extent of his criminality. So 1
suspect that Truman Capote
could not get as close to this fel-
low, as he did 'to Perry Smith.
whose actions, while pitiful.
were understandable.
One thing that Capote realiz-
ed brilliantly, and which most
reporter never seem to realize,
is that victims , count. He con-
cludes his book with a very
touching scene between the po-
liceman and the murdered girl's
friend, a Kansas University stu-
dent, and indicates that this
could have been the murdered
girl's life too. An eeding Of great




















































































































This week spotted in the hall
fame is Miss Virginia Turner.
She resides at 3033 Yale, with
her parents, Rev. and Mrs. Al-
len.
On campus. she is president
of the Gracious Ladies, secre-
tary of the National Honor So-
ciety, commanding officer of
the N.D.C.C. sponsors, member
of the F.H.A., "Quiz 'em on the
air" team, and chaplain of the
Shonvelle Social Club.
Virginia is also first alternate
to "Miss Lester" and "Miss
Senior."
After graduation, Virginia
Alps to attend the University
Ipindiana but has no definite,
plans for a vocation.
N.D.C.C. PERSONALITIES
OFFICERS OF THE WEEK:
Charles Taylor, Jerry Malone,
Roy Brown, and Henry Key.
Neatest Cadets: Guy Darnell,
Richard Butler, Robert Cruther,
Melvin Campbell, Walter Smith
and James Currie.
Sponsors of the week: Julia
Payne, Virginia Turner, Lottie
Mitchell and Rosie White.
The Lester High N.D.C.C. Ba.
tallion would like to pay special
tribute to the young men who
attended the burial service of
Melvin Fort, a graduate of
Lester.
This group of young men
were under the supervision of
Lt. Col. Henry Key.
TOPS ON CAMPUS
Juanita Anthony, Etrula Trot-
ter, Vernetta Moore, a n d
Evelyn Morrow.
Robert Morrow, Turner Lacy,




The presiding elder, Rev. F.
G. Garrett, held its first quar-
terly meeting of the year at
the Galilee AME church Sunday,
Nov. 28, in the morning servi-
ces.
The church celebrated Har-
vest Day, sponsored by Mrs
Connie Johnson, at the afternoon
services with the guest church
Warren Temple, and its pastor,
Rev. W. J. Neal delivering the
sermon.
Rev. Creed Ashurst is the
minister of Galilee, and Mrs.




WIGS by — Laura Lea
Free Home Demonstration
100°/0 Humar Hair 100', Financing
Credit No Problem
OPENING SPECIAL
$99.95 Wig For $29.95
As Long As They Last
M59 S. BELLEVUE Ph. 9461182
See Me — ARNOLD GRIGGS
•
•
MISS WASHINGTON EVENING SCHOOL — The Booker T.
Washington Evening school held its first Coronation Ball
last Thursday at Club Paradise. The affair was reigned over
by Mrs. Dorothy Wright, a senior and queen of the evening
school. She is in Mr. George McFall's homeroom. First
alternate to the queen is Mrs. Mildred Nelms, Miss Bar.
bars Burton, teacher; second alternate, Miss Laura Jones,




First National Bank of Mem-
phis will open it. S. Bellevue
branch bank at 1175 S. Bellevue
on Monday morning, Dec. 20,
at 9:30 a.m., and the public is
invited.
The bank will remain open
until 6 p.m. so that patrons and
would-be patrons in the com-
munity can stop in and meet
the persons who will be work-
ing there.
Guests may also register for
prizes. Souvenir gifts will also:
ibe given away.
ba iVard, Mrs. Katherine R. Johnson, teacher. Mr. Nat
D. Williams presided over the ceremeonies. which came at
the half•time. Mr. A. D. Miller. principal, crowned the queen
and presented gifts to all four of the royalties. The four roy•
sillies pictured are. from left to right. Mitts Delba Ward.
thi alternate; Miss Laura Jones, second alternate: Miss
Mildred Nelms, yecond alternate; and Mrs. Dorothy Wright,
queen. (Gene Robinson Photo)
DINKY
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1 Rhodesia's Dam Hall'
Means War,
LUSAKA, 'Zambia t UPI )
— President Kenneth haunda
o arned he will consider any
Rhodesian interference with the
operation of the Kariba Dam
"A Declaration of War on Zarn.
his."
"I shall not hesitate to order
my country into action," Kann
da said in a speech to the Zam•
bian parliament,
Relations between Zambia
and neighboring Rhodesia have
been deteriorating since the
!white-ruled government's dec.
Ilaration of independence tram
I Britain Nov. It. The Kariba
Dam power complex, located
on the common border, serves
both countries.
Kaunda also renewed his dc-
mands for British troops to be
,sent into Rhodesia to protect
the Darn. Britain has stationed
'air force planes in Zambia but
indicated they will be used tor
I defensive ',imposts onlY-..
FELLAS
Cirs PRO8AOLY AN UNCONSCIODiSiAW,' OT &Ur( woe.ON rws/R I44RT
Rhomania'
Says Zambia
Kaunda said Zambia will ex-
pand its own Army and • ir
f •ce because of worsening
lations with Rhodesia. He also..
announced plans for a Hydro-.
Electric project on the Kafue
river to backstop the countryie
power supply in case electricity.
from the Kariba Dam is CO
off
In I.ondon Thursday inform.
ed sources said the British gov•
eminent was studying plans to
neutralize the Kariba Danz
through the use of a polies.
force — not troops — supplied
by Canada and Australia.
The sources said that under
,the plan, the white common-
wealth police force would guard
the dam and the immediate
arcs on both sides of the
Zambesi river which marks the





The south hall of the Muni-
cipal auditorium will be the set-
ting on Saturday night, Dee. 18,
Ifor the animal scholarship pro..
lect of Sigma Gamma Rho sor-
ority. when the chapter pres
cuts "Ithomania," at 8 p.m.
Featured in the cotillion will
be 25 "Little Miss" contestants
with their escorts, and 25
"Young Miss" contestants, all
dressed in formal attire.
The girls will be seeking the
titles of "Little Miss Rhom-
anis" and ''Miss Rhomania."
Each winner will be presented
'belie the cotillion.
An added feature of the pro-
gram will be the presentations
by the Kelly Dance eroup under
the direction of W. Benjamin
Kelly III, local dance instr !dor
and a coordinator of the Ithoin-
anis cotillion.
The public is invited. Tickets
may be obtained from members
of the sorority.
Mrs. Maridelle M. Adams and
Miss Nettye M. Rupert ar•
chatrmen of thc presentation,
and '.51rs. Bernice R. Cole in
charge of publcity.
Mrs. Ethel D. Watkins ill
hasileus.
TV /,'ERA SD LINCOLN *MR NIS





























WILL MEET YOU AND YOUR
FAMILY
LOCATION DAY DATE
Poplar at Ayers Street Monday Dec. 13
Brown at Alma Street Tudday Dec. 14
Manassas at Firestone Blvd. Wednesday Dec. 15
Chelsea at Brookins Thursday Dec. 16
Broad at Carpenter Street Friday Dec 17
Melrose High School
Playground Saturday Dec. 18
Kerr at Wilson Tuesday Dec. 21
Porter C.7 Williams Avenue
(Pretti Bros. Grocery) Monday Dec. 20
Parkway at Texas Wednesday Dec. 22
Mississippi at Lauderdale St. Thursday Dec. 23
6:00-8:00 P.M.
Time Of Each Appearance 66,










Do your Christmas food Shopping
















MONTGOMERY. Ala. —I got his start as a civil rights
UPI)—Dr. Martin Luther King ,1 trader and he reminded the
told a group of Negroes in, crowd that the new breed of
Montgomery that it would be Negro leadership got its start
"blasphemy" for them not WI here.
register and vote now that thdl
1963 Voting Rights Act has been; "It was on the streets of this
passed. city that a new method of pro-
King, speaking at the 10th, test came to the soils of this
anniversary celebration of the cation," he said. King was the
Montgomery Improvement As- first president of the MIA and
I sociation, said Negro voters will1 it was that organization which
•Iree white militicians whol organized the bus boycott that
really want to do what is eventually broke Alabama's
right.'' city and state segregation stat-
utes.As examples, he named U.S.
Sens. John Sparkman and Lister King was in Alabama for a
Hill of Alabama, who are mod- massive voter registration drive
erate•to-liberal on most issues in Jefferson County. He pre-
! "These are not blind nten. 
e el rotaetettoerdn or ey, 
either 
r Gray, 
dieted that a 'stateMontgumeryN_e-except race.
I These men are not racists,''; legislature or to a post as aKing said. "We've got to get' judge next year.the baflot to free many of the!
white politicians who want to! lie also predicted that a
do right, but are afraid to." j Negro would be elected to the
King also told the group that State Senate,
the north must be the scene oU .
more action and that legislatiOni King is expected to travel.
for "equal justice" will require Birmingham to attend a!
more marching, meeting with top Negro lead-
ers to get the voter registra-





for the special iron in your
life. Beverly says, "Come
in so that I can help you
choose your Christmas Gifts
from our selection of Men's
Colognes, Cull 4ink Sets,
and those Unique Travel
Bars, Etc.
We will gift wrop your selec-
tion for you.
1ROTHERS






old fashioned about WOOLWORTH'S
OLD TAY110, 86
MISS UNCF CONTESTANTS—One of these
four Tuskegee Institute coeds will be named
"Miss UNCF" for the 1965-66 school year
when the student campaign for the United
Negro College Fund ends here, Dec. 31. The
winner tof this year's crown will compete
with candidates from the 32 other UNCF
colleges for the "Miss National UNCF"
title. ?ill members of Tuskegee's Pre•Alum-
__  
'Grammar Tip
A sentence must have a sub-
ject and a predicate, either ex-
'pressed or understood, and it
may have an object or other
!complement, modifiers, con-
Heetives, and independent ele-
WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK IN MEMPHIS
ON FRUIT CAKE INGREDIENTS
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITIES
















SATURDAY, DECEMBER 18, 19 a
ni Club, the candidates are, left to ri
Jewil Jackson, Birmingham, Ala.; Majo
Vaughn, Moss Point, Miss.; Judy M. Je
ferson. Columbia, S. C.; and Carolyn Bus.
sell, former resident of Decatur, Ala., pres-
ently III in"; in Detroit. Mich. The UNCF





TOP JOB IN MEMPHIS AREA
TRAIN NOW—PAY LATER
illGH SCHOOL EDUC., NOT NEEDED
NO AGE LIMIT,












C,olorful jacquard pattern and
hanging tassel fun fun arid





She'll love the doll trim tii-i.sra
back. Raised- stitch pattent.
White, red. 3 to 6X.
Lerch, iiirr-irars inq
FACE MASK CRUSADER$1
Fitted at neck to flare out at
tcra%; of nnart-
'less ... white, red and navy.
..... ••• .... I
100% Orlone acrylic. Navy,
red, Ilprhin, ;ill soul,
white edge. For boys-and girls.
*tuum:vu
...... ..... YOUR MONEY'S WORTH MORE AT
•
•r.,
HOGUE & KNOTT "New" is not always "bet." That's why today's modern people choose Old Taylor 86 with its rich, old-
fashioned flavor. 78. vear-old tiavof so sinontn and mellow it's better than "new" Try it! Kentucky
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1 ON 1: OWENS
COLLEGIATE ASSOCIATES MEMBERS
. . . Members of the Collegiate Associates
make final plans for their 1965 ball which
Is to be held at the Club Paradise, on Dec.
DIANA BRISCOE
22. Shown in the picture (from left to right)
are: A. I.. Webb, %. It. Roberson, 0. I,.




The Collegiate Associates will
present. its 1985 'Collegiate. at,
Club Paradise, Wednesday,I
Dec. 22.
Representing some nine col-
leges and universities in the
Mid-south area, will be nine
beauties vying for the "Miss
Collegiate 1985" title. These
beauties and their schools are:
Miss Phyllis Ross, senior at
Memphis State; Miss +L o r a
Green, junior at LeMoyne;
Miss Sandra Jackson, junior at
Rust; Miss Perlie Gladney, sen- or by members of the Collegi-
tor at Miss. Industrial; Miss ates Associates and the Judges
Ludia Rowe, senior at Lane; Tuesday, Dec. 21.
'Miss Yvone Owens, senior at
Tennessee State; Miss Diana
Brisco, sophomore at Fisk;
Miss Erma Gant, sophomore at
Owen. and Miss Mary Cole-
man, sophomore at Henderson
Business College.
Judging the contestants
be Squire H. T. Lockard, Mr.
Ozie Horne, and another undis-
closed person.
The contestants will be inter-
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With the gift-giving season approaching, we thought of how
very materialistic we are becoming or have become about this
particular season. We hold with Thomas Hughes who says.
"Blessed are they who have the gift of Making friends, for it
is one of God's best gifts. It involves many things, but above
all, the power of going out of one's self, and appreciating what-
ever is noble and loving in another."
The Sorores Lucis club of St. Andrew AME church had a
most appreciative audience when they presented a recital at
their church which included such artists as JAMES HYTER,
bass baritone; JACQUELINS SA'TTERFIELD. contralto and
Grace Conley, soprano. RUSSELL WILSON was at the piano.
The participatts who gave a marvelous performance are
all students of ROBERT KIRKHAM.
MARIAN COTTON, is president of the church organization
and CELORA NEALE was general chairman of the program.
And the Links sponsored the first night performance of
"School For Wives," by the Memphis State Players at the
University s Auditorium. Lillian Utunt)lx11 is president of the
Memphis Linke, Inc.
Among those we're sure will vouch for brilliant movie are,
VERA and GEORGE CLARK, HILDRED and CHARLES LO-
MAX, LOCK1E and HERMAN SWEET, HELEN and BENNIE ;
BATTS, OTHELLA SHANNON, SALLIE BARTHOLOMEW, who
has many slides of the grandeur of the Italian setting which
she visited this past summer; FRANCES HOOKS and MELBA
BRISCOE.
And with the sororities. the Zetas met at the Flame with
YVONNE HAWKINS, acting as chairman of the following host-
esses. BERNADINE . HOLMES DORIS HALL, CASSANDRA
HARRIS, KATHRYN HAYWOOD and O'NEAL HOLLEY. •
They finalized plans for their annual Christmas party which
will be held at the home of their Soror LARCENIA CAIN. Ear-
line Somerville is basileus. BERNICE CALLOWAY. a national
officer of the sorority will be ah.ending a national board meet-
ing in D. C. during the Christmas holidays.
Chairmen of the Delta hostesses were MINERVA HAN
COCK and CHARLENE TURNER when they met at the Shera-
ton-Motor Inn. They were discussing their annual Christmas
party for underpriveleged children with whom they work with
throughthe Family Service Bureau.
MOSES YVONNE BROOKS is President of the Deltas.
Friday evening of last week was OTHELLA SHANNON's
turn to entertain her LaVogue club and that was what she did,
in the family room of her South Parkway home.
Piece de resistance was delicious curried shrimp which.
bespeaks of or rather bespoke of mysterious India. Gifts for
miladies who played bridge were sets of bewitching fragrances.
Lucky winners were CORA SMITH MATTIE WARD and
WARREN HAWKINS. In dulging in after-dinner coffee and fruit
cake were LARCENIA CAIN, who's prexy: BERNADINE
HOLMES, DORA TODD, CLEORA NEALE, SADIE McCOY,




HINTS FOR . .
And EILLYE MOTLOW had the YADS to meet with her
Saturday night at the .Flame where they enjoyed a delectable
Christmas dinner, you know, turkey with all the trimmings.
Bridge prize winners KATHY TERRELL, who'll have no
blues on rainy days with the pretty blue umbrella she won as
first prize, and CAROLYN GARNER was really lucky. Her
second prize at bridge was a beaded bag and because she was
the first member to arrive, she was gifted with a black and
silver bracelet.
Guest GENEVA FLOYD can't help but have cherry
thoughts when she sports the blue flowered umbrella she cap-
tured as first guest prize.
Other YADS enjoying the gaiety of the evening were ANNE
GIBSON, MARIAN HOLLY, MARIE WARD, GERALDINE
JAMES, ROSE BROWN, CAROLE JAMISON, JACQUELINE
HAWKINS, and CHARLOTTE POLK.
Among the other guests were SAMIESTEEN BRADFORD,
JO BERNICE BROOKS, PEARL HARRISON, CLEO JONES,
wall Bridgeforth's daughter was hostess to the Co-Ettes Sunday
evening at the Flame. Pretty Carolyn is a new Co-Ette and is
Hamilton High's "Miss NDCC.
The meeting of these sub debs was focused on their annual
charity ball which will be December 30, in Bruce Hall and will
benefit their national project, the United Negro College Fund.
Vying for the coveted title of "Miss Co.Ette." who will be
crowned at the ball, are CAROLE EARLS, VANETTE ISH-
MAEL, CHERI JOYNER, SHARON LEWIS, PEGGY PRATER
and LINDA WILLIAMS. One of these contestants will be crown-
ed by SHIRLEY PEACE, who is "Miss Co-Ette" of 1965 and
now a student at Memphis State university.
Other Co-Ettes are MELANIE McWILLIAMS, president and
chairman of the program for the ball; KATHY GRAHAM,
chairman of the invitations, NANCY SIMS, and SANDRA HOB.
SON, chairmen of the Souvenir Booklet; CLARICE HOBSON,
chairman of the "Miss Co-Ette" contestants; EMMA MAY.
ALLEN and ANITA SUGGS. 
WEATHER, chairman of the trophies, Who's Who and Chaper-
Ooops, we almost forgot! Each member and guests found 
Ones; JOHNANNA SANDRIDGE, chairman of the music; SHIR-
a sachet by her plate, compliments of Billye. 
LEY LITTLE, chairman of the pictures; PATRICIA SIMPSON,
HELEN BURNS entertained the Les Belle Charmant 
chairman of the decorations, and REGINA RILEY, chairman of
the refreshments.
Bridge recently at Edward Avenue home and treated them to JESSICA JOHNSON, is chairman of the ball. The other Co-a finger licking barbecue dinner all the way, ribs, baked beans Ettes are MARSHA CHANDLER, MURIEL CURRY, HA'RRI-and so forth. ETT DAVIS, ELAINE McCOLLINS, PATRICIA MAYWEATHShe gifted the bridge prize winners with a dresser set, and ER, MARY LYNN MORRIS, JOYCE PARKER, and DENISE
Sims.
he Collegiate Associates, an organization of college stu-
.
dents from the various colleges in this area, is presenting the
"ALL Collegiate Ball," December 22 at the Club Paradise, at
which time "Miss Collegiate of 1965" will he crowned.
ALDINE JAMES, BARBARA COOPER, ROSE McKENZIE, Judges of the contest will be Squire It. T. LOCKARD andand JOHNNY BLACK, who won second prize. ONZ1E HORNE, who will be joined by another judge yet to
Guests who were also first second prize winners were VIR- be named.
GINIA GRINNER and WARLIESE HORNE. Cheery greetings and hurry and get well to Atty. B. F.
CAROLYN BR1DGEFORTH, who is Barnette the Stone- JONES, who's at Crump hospital.
leopard and leather billfolds, which included note pads and
other useful compartments.
Members present were JOAN JOHNSON, BEATRICE FITZ-
GERALD, who won first prize; ADDIE B. JACKSON, VERNITA
DOGGETT, CHARLENE TURNER, VELTON RANKIN, GER-
A Holiday Host
.It's that time of year again. When people drop
in to wish 'you and yours the season's best, it's nice
to be able to say — and mean — "Do stay for dinner,
or at least coffee and cake." But what to serve? And
how to change family fare to holiday flair on short
notice?
Although it needn't be a bat. dings or ice cream for dessert.
tie, holiday entertaining does Homemade cakes and cookies
require a set of ready reserves are always surefire hits, whe.
I to make sure your hosting or ther you make them "from
hostessing talents aren't wast- scratch" or use a mix. Why
ed. This season, why not main- not whip' up a batch or two
tam a couple of holiday emer- right now, and pop them into
gency shelves? It's good "enter- your freezer to await the ar•
tainment insurance" for wel- rival of holiday callers?
come but unexpected guests. As a glamorous alternative to
Since you'll probably want to the coffee-and-cake idea, offer
,offer season toasts, it's wise to guests a fine liqueur.
set aside a corner of a liquor Sometimes the offering of a
cabinet or cupboard for holiday cocktail or highball is more ap.
beverages. Keep this reserve propriate — and many hosts or
small but choice: a liqueur silts- hostesses would feel more corn- .
gests that you have been saving fortable if they were sure of
your best bottle for just such their abilities as good mixers
an occasion. Have a few bottles You'll mix a professional
of popular liquors in other re- highball if you make sure to -
spected brands. And don't for- put the ice in first (avoids the
get to include a small stock of annoyance of splashing whisky);'
standard mixers: club soda, next add the whisky, then mix,
because the whisky, being light-
er, rises to the surface. You
can figure on 12 to 15 drinks
from each "fifth" (4,5 quart).
Food and beverages aren't
the only things to include in
your Christmas reserve. Will
You have enough of such neces-
sary but oft-forgotten items as
paper napkins, toothpicks
coasters? If you're clever,
you'll lay in a large supply of
PLANNING WEDDING — Miss
Earnestine Pewritt, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Arvester Pewritt
of 2870 Faxon, will become the
bride of Troy Vaughan, Jr., on
Sunday, D.c. 19, and a recep-
tion given in their honor at the
Top flat and Tails club on Wed-
nesday, Dec. 22. Miss Pewritt
and Mr. Vaughan were gradu-
ated from LeMoyne college with
the clan of 1965. She is a teach-
er at Alonzo Locke Elementary,
school. He is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Troy Vaughan, Sr.
Pecans Head List Of
The Bountiful Foods
Heading the list of plentiful
foods in this area for Decem-
ber are pecans, a southern crop
of tree nuts that premises to
'be record large.
. The total tree nut crop" is
large but due mostly to heavy
supply of pecans. The harvest
season of this favorite nut
comes at the right time of the
year when consumption is
greatest.
Other foods on the list in the
Southeast are apples, onions,
cabbage, oranges and orange






are now coming to market in
full supply alter a slow start.
New crop Navels is also on the
markets. Tangerines have
made their way to the market
also. It is not as plentiful as
lalt year, but it is fairly in
good supply. Grapes from Cali.
fornia are expected to be plen-
tiful until the first of the year.
Some good beans are being
shipped from various states, lin
therefore making them much VIP
higher priced than normally
expected. Celery will meet the
holiday demand; head lettuce
is expectd to be more steady
and prices easier this month.
December marketings of 
broiler-fryers are expected to
run about a tenth more than 
last year, when the averagej 
The Irish,
farm price was the lowest ofj
Potato Imagethe year. Retail turkey prices Ithis Christmas are expected to;
average about the same as last
Potatoes were first dis-year.
Egg supplies in December
are expected to be under a year
ago and prices somewhat high.
or. This supply decrease is due
to the fact that there are few-
er hens' to lay eggs this year.
FRUIT PLENTIFUL
covered in Peru. And the In- •
dians of the Andes had their
own unique way of processing
them.
They left the potatoes on the
Next day, the men, women and
children would "tread" them
Apples are in good supply 
with bare feet. Then, the whole
with all winter varieties now 
process was repeated for ihe
'next 4 or 5 days. By then, the
available. Cranberries are in
good supply, slightly larger
than last year and above aver-
potato had lost its water, but
kept its natural form.
After this processing the po-
age. Grapefruit movement and tab o was called "chuno." "Chu-
• • • quality are outstanding. no" kept well, was uninjured -
5. Florida and Texas oranges by frost or damp, and it pro-
spread, canned frozen shrimp, not only avoid the embarrass- ivided flour.
Home Baptist church in H. Green of Jackson. of party type bread. Power Bringsolives, crackers, or thin slices ment of running out of clean Today's potato consumer.glassware and chinaware, but j however, can have 50-odd pro-
Jackson, Tenn., will be the Miss Shirley Green was grad- .. i
setting on Christmas Day for uated from Merry High school load. pen Til 12 Saturdays • cessed potato products withoutStock up on traditional heti- you'll lighten your dishwashing' 0
ginger ale, 7-Up.
Set aside one rack in your
refrigerator or freezer and save
space on a kitchen shelf for
holiday goodies you're almost
sure to need. Stock two or three
extra cans or jars of coffee and
W d friendly cartons soefastoena y ob ua grse: esinpectihails-
ly apt to run short of these to
staples. Have the makings of
On Ch
• sandwiches or hor d'oeuvres:
nstmas Day 
deviled ham, cheese or liver
the double wedding of Miss
Shirley Ann Green to William
Johnson, and her sister, Miss
Georgia L. Green. to Mose H.
Tucker.
The brides-elect are the




The LaJuliet Social club held
its final meeting of the year at
the home of Mrs. Sadie Clay.
boo last week, and all unfinish-
ed business was completed.
Plans were also made for the
club's Christmas party.
Mrs. Claybon used a Christ-
mas color scheme and served
her guests a delicious repast.
Serving as hostesses for the
tlzree previous meetings were
Mrs. Samella Rose, Mrs. Mat.
tie Shaw and Mrs. Henrietta
Shares. Members visited Mrs.
Rose in her new home on
Springdale.
Members have tried hard to
make children happy during the
holiday by contributing to the
Mile-O.Dimes and the North
Memphis Shoe Club. Individial
donations have also been made.
Mrs. Mattie Shaw is club re-
porter.
and received her bachelor of
science degree from Tennes-
see State university in Nash.
ville. She is a member of Delta
Sigma Theta sorority.
Miss Green is presently a
kindergarten teacher in the
Chicago Public school system.
She is a member of several
professional and social organi-
zations.
Mr. Johnson is the son of
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Johnson
of Louisville, Ky. and a gradu-
ate of that city's Central High
school.
TSU GRADUATE
He attended Tennessee A&I
State university in Nashville
and received a bachelor of
science degree. He is presently
employed at the Cook County
Public Aid department in Chi-
cago.
Also a graduate of Merry
High school, Miss Georgia
Green is presently a student at
Lane college and expects to re-
ceive her degree from Lane
college in June, where she is
majoring in elementary educa-
tion and minoring in French
and music. She is also a mem-
ber of Delta Sigma Theta so-
rority.
Mr. Tucker is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Samuel T. Tucker of
Andalusia, Ala. He attended the
Mulberry High school at Reba,
Ala., and the State Vocational
Trade school at Birmingham.
A veteran of the U. S., he is
presently employed by the Ten.
nessee Valley Authority as an
apprentice linemen.
1 HOW TO BORROW MONEYWITHOUT INCREASING YOURPRESENT MONTHLY PAYMENTSEE US FOR YOUR HOLIDAY CASHDIXIE FINANCE CO.161 South Main • 521-8581152 Madison Ave - 5251611 1
day foods: a plum pudding, per-
haps, or a box of miniature
fruit cakes. Keep one or two
jars of brandied or pickled
peaches or pears — a perfect
accompaniment to meats and
an elegant way to "extend"
your meal to feed extra`mouths.
'Nice, too, are packages of co-
conut, nut meats, and ice cream
sauces to dress up plain pod.
paper plates and napkins. You'll
When several people drop in
at once — or when the doorbell
rings again when you've al-
ready greeted your first set of
guests—an embarrassing short-
age 'of chairs can eniue. Avoid
it by rounding up those spare
bedroom or guest room chairs




Contestants for the annurl!Dec. 15.
"Miss LeMoyne" contest a r e A student election Dec. 16
being selected on the college determine the winner The
campus this week. !new "Miss LeMoyne" will be:
Coeds entering the contest 'announced and crowned at a
must have high academic aver- coronation ball Dec. 17 in the
ages, be active in campus acti-iChickasaw Room ctf hotel
vities a n d possess ladylikeiChisca.
qualities. I The winner will attend the
They will make their cam-jCabaama sponsored in June
paign speeches at 10:30 a.m.I by the LeMoyne Alumni Club in ,
Monday, Dec. 13. in Bruce detroit, Mich. Its e retiring
Hall; participate in a fashioW"Miss LeMoyne" is Miss Geral-
and talent show Tuesday night, dine Gray, now graduate stu-




Interesting and unique Xmas gifts, all packaged beau-
tifully, for women, men and children.
A wide choice of gifts; lingerie, toiletries, jewelry
notions, and many, many others.
We hove a unique selection of suits and dresses for
the Xmas holidays.
Open from 8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m. Doily
8,00 a.m. to 900 p.m. Friday 14 Saturday
Mr. George Walloons .Owner
Mrs. Th•r•s• Wolframs- Co•Own•r
Mrs. Annerst• Henderson /4tCray•Mor.
1172 FLORIDA ST,
ocial Security Office
The Social Security Office in
Memphis will remain epen on
Saturday from 8:30 A.M. to
Noon until Christmas, Warren
Maddox, District Manasnr, an-
flounced today.
Maddox stated that some
workers find it difficult to get
in to see about their Social Se-
curity during regular office
hours. By having the office
open on Saturday mornings
many of these folks will be able
to take care of their Social Se-
curity business without having
to take off from work.
7t
PEPSUCOLA
all that fuss and bother.
Shoestrings, prncakes, chips.
While Maddox said he expect- puffs, frozen, dehydrated — the
processed group of potatoes hased many workers to time ad- WASHINGTON — (UPI)
halted a longtime decline in per-vantage of these new hcurs .to Evangelist Billy Graham told capita use of potatoes virtual-
hopes 
crowd of Defense Departmentfile for their Social Sear!ty, he y single-handed, say U.S. De-workers that "we must have ,partment of Ar,riculture re-that an' ethers who have
c
military power to keep madmen search economists'.business with Social Security from taking over the world." Researchers point out thatwill use them also. He especial- Graham appeared before the largest market for pro-ly urges the oldsters who have
not yet applied for Medicare to
take advantage of these new of-
fice hours to qualify.
The Memphis Social Security
Office is in Room 242 of the
Federal Office Building at 167
N. Main Street.
Lasting Peace
about 1,000 of the Pentagon's
29,000 workers in his annual
Christmas season appearance
at the Defense Department's
sprawling headquarters. The
crowd assembled in the build-
ing's main concourse to hear
him.
ceased potatoes consists of ho-
tels, restaurants, hospitals and
other institutional users. But a
third of the dehydrated mashed '
potatoes and 30 percent of the
frozen French fries are bought.















































































































































































































































































































TURDAY, DECEMBER 16, 1965
SURPRISED ON BIRTHDAY — Mathew Edwards is shown
with guests who assembled in his home recently to stage
a surprise for him in collaboration with his wife. Standing,
from left, are Mrs. Georgia Fitzgerald, Miss Emma J. Ben-
•
BETHUNE AWARDS — Miss Dorothy
Height, president of the National Council of
Negro Women, Inc., and four of the organi-
zation's local councils were honored during
the Council's annual convention held recent-
ly at the Sheraton-Park Hotel in Washing-
ton, D. C. Donated by the Coca•Cola com-
pany, the plaques honor NCNW's founder
and first president, Dr, Mary McLeod
Bethune, who also founded Bethune•Cook-
man college at Daytona Beach, Fla. In up-
photo, from left, are Mrs. Henrine
DEFENDER
son, Mrs. Lillie R. Brown, Mr. Edwards, Mrs. Geneva
Woods, Mrs. Ellen Stanback, Mrs. Massarena Richmond
and Mrs. Margaret Holmes. Seated is Mrs. Mary Lou Ar-
nold. (McChriston Photo)
Ward Banks, dean of women, Bethune-
Cookm an college: Dr.' Dorothy Ferebee,
NCNW past president, Washington, D. C.;
Miss Height, and Moss Kendrix, public' re-
lations executive who presented awards.
Shown in lower panel displaying Community
Service Awards, are, from left, Mrs. Grace
D. Lewis, Greensboro, N. C.; Mrs. Iola
Jones, Florence, S. C.; Mrs. Marc Hughes
Fisher, North Queens, N. V., and Mr,.
Odessa 11.. Skeene, Brooklyn, N. Y. Each re-
ceived the award for her local council.
'Miss LeMoyne' To Be
Crowned At Chisca
The annual "Miss LeMoyne The new. "Miss LeMoyne"
contest is underway and it will will be announced and present-
be climaxed with a colorful ed with her court this Friday
coronation ball Dec. 17 in the night, Dec. 17, at the corona-
Chickasaw Room of the Hotel tion ball scheduled to start at
Chisca. 9 p.m.
Three coeds, all English ma QUALIFICATIONS
jors, are entered. They are: The outgoing 'Miss LeMoyne'
Miss Ruth Elaine Lee, senior, is Miss Geraldine Gray, now a
daughter of Mr .and Mrs. Rob-,,graduate student at Atlanta
ert E. Lee; 1073 Peach Avenue. University
Miss Sonja 0. Taylor, sopho- To qualify for the contest, a
more, daughter of Mr .and Mrs. coed must be active in campus
Robert 0. Taylor, 2490 Johanna, life, have ladylike qualities and
Miss Deborah J. Warmsley,.own a C-plus or better average,
sophomore, daughter of Mr.: Miss Lee's sister, Mrs. Ernes-
and Mrs. Arlander Warmsley, tine Lee Henning, was "Miss
2046 Warren. LeMoyne" in 1959-60.
TEA PARTY HELD
"week included campaignivity the early part of
speeches, a fashion and talent
show and a "Miss LeMoyne"
lea.
A student election Thursday





(UPI) — Fire broke out in a
house where a Ku Klux Klan
note was found earlier pinned
to the door.
Frederick Brown, 45, said he
found the note which said.
"Keep your house white or else
—we mean it — your house is
next" — pinned to his back
door but did not report the
idhent.
Inge fire broke out but was
extinguished by the fire brigade
after it scorched a window
frame and cracked two panes
of glass. It had been set with a
kerosene-soaked 'rag.
A police spokesman said at!
nine persons living in Brown's
house were white, but that a
Negro friend recently had stay-
ed the night there. Police were
investigating.
MR. NAKED
SAN FRANCISCO — (UPI,
—A rock 'n roll band appear-
ing at a North Beach nightclub,
here bills itself as "Stark Nak-
ed and the Car Thieves."
Mt Naked, unlike the topless
dancers his hand accompanies,




A surprise birthday party
was- given for -Matthew Ed-
-,-wards on Monday night, Nov.
29, at his home at 1606 Silver
st., and planning the affair in




The business meeting of the
South District of the Chicka-
saw Council was held last
week naming N. J. Ford of the
Ford and Son's Funeral Home
as district chairman: Whittier
Sengstacke of the Tri-State De-
fender, first vice chairman;
Rufus It Jones of Jones and
Associates Insurance Company,
second vice chairman, and
Paul Brandon of DuPont In-
dustries, districe,tothmissionei.
Men who will head commit
tees are James Tipton, a post,i1
employee, Leadership Training
Jessie Sinclair, government en)
ployee, Camping and Activities:
Isaac Peterson of the Health
Department, Organization and
Extension: Doctor Odis Strong,
41eaith and Safety, and D. K.
Rogers, who will head public
relations and promote the Scout
Show.
The South District sustaining
membership program will be
headed by Whittier Sengstacke.
Earl Walker and John Davis.
Jr. will direct the monthly Boy
Scout and Cub Scout Leaders
Roundt a bles.
Many of the men listed and
, now serving are responsible for
the record year in 1965. The
membership has grown from
700 'boys at the end of 1964, to
more than 1,000 at the end of
1965. Ten additional troops,
packs and posts have been or-
ganized. Nearly 200 boys have
advanced in rank, of which four
have been Eagles. Three Boy
Smut units participated in the
Scout Show held at the Fair-
grounds.
, The South District of the
Chickasaw Council will continue
to serve this community in 1966.
Its continued success depends
on community interest and aid.
now do you stand?
' Other men attending the meet-
ing were Theodore Brownlee,
, Troop 146, 1.awrence Yancy,
I Troop 121: Theo Spearman,
I Troop 167; James Watson,
'Troop 130, and Walter Palmer.
of the Commissioner Staff.
Serving as the centerpiece,
Ifor a table stocked with tea-!
based punch cooled with color-
ful cubes, chicken salad and
other party fare was a cake' in.
the form of a Bible.
Among the guests were Mr.
and Mrs. Joe Woods, Mr. and
Mrs. Earl Arnold, Mr. and Mrs.
Georgia Fitzgerald, Mr. and
Mrs. George Richmond, Miss
'Lillie R. Brown, Miss Emma J.
,Benson, Mrs. Ellen Stanback
and Mrs. Thelma Tyson.
Also Mrs. Clara Gaines, Mrs.
diaggai Sullivan, Mrs. Marcel-
Jefferies, Mrs. Willene
sister-in-law of the honor-
ee: Mrs. Rosa Marr, mother-in-
law of honoree; Mrs. Cordia
Baptist, Mrs, Joe Harris, Mrs.





Live Jazz Show Every
Friday, Saturday, Sunday Night
Now is our big Xmas Season come out & listen
to the Soul Brothers, playing the best in Soul -
Jazz. From 11:00 p.m. to 3:00 a.m. Fri. & Sat.
Sun. 8:00 p.m. to 12:00
We cater to Private Parties ti Clubs. Modern Facitottes, Con•
docive Environment. West,,.. the best an foods; Chicken,
Shr,n,p and Chops.
THE PARTY YOU SAVE MAY BE YOUR OWN
Don't be a "Scrooge." Let the Smirnoff flow freely. No other liquor makes so
many delicious party drinks. Or makes them so wonderfully well. It's also a great
gift idea. Why wonder which whiskey to give when you know the right vodka!
Always ask for rnirno It leaves you breathless•-
VODKA
50 AND 100 0000F. DISTILLED pROM GPAIN ST(. PIERRE SMIF?NOFF FLS (DIVISION OF HEUBLEIN),11APTT ORD. CONN.
Parade In Pride
Watts Citizens.
LOS ANGELES — (UPI) —
More than 15,000 persons viewed
a glittering Christmas parade
through the heart of the Watts
'district, scene of last August's
riot
The Watts Community Beau-
tiful Organization sponsored the
parade to "show the world that
there is pride here as else.
where" and to "show the world
what Watts really is and who
we are . . ."
Balloons inscribed "Peace On
Earth, Stop Wars" were given
to children by Santas.
—
ONE WILI, BE 'MISS LeMOYNE' — One
of these coeds will be crowned 'Miss Le-
Moyne' this Friday night, Dec. 17, during a
coronation ball in the Chickasaw Room of
Hotel Chisca. A student-wide vote will be
H. Tanner Papers
ATLANTA, Ga. — Atlanta
University has received a gift,
of papers, prints and albums
relating to Henry 0. Tanner,'
the renowned artist, from Mar,
garet Clifford Bryant. Mrs
Bryant is a daughter of Wes
Icy C. Clifford who taught a,
Clark, University (now Clark
College) at the same time th.,'
Tanner was a professor there
The eleven items in the Tan
iier Collection are the first Tan
ner memorabilia to be acquit
BIRMINGHAM, England —
(UPI) — Boys in their last year
of a secondary school here are
receiving cooking and sewing'
lessons so they won't be "help-
lens husbands."
Page 1l1.
taken Thursday but results will not be made
known until Friday night. Left to right:
Misses Sonja 0. Taylor, sophomore; Deb-
orah J. Warmsley, sophomore, and Ruth
Elaine Lee, senior.
Atlanta U. Given
,,d by Ole Negro Collection hous-
ed in the Trevor Arnett Libra-
ry, and are presently being dis-




The receiver of the action
denoted by the simple predi-
cate is the direct object: (some,
times caged the object com-
plement): Edna baked a cake.










Memphis Wig Warn i Exclusive . . .
Lifetime Guaranteed-Your Life
Free . .Clean . .Care • . Style at any Wig Warn Shop
OOP s"
' or.
Nes, '•11:1 nu'ri-La ig.
includes
licad 111oek. Carr ing Case







YEAR END CLEARANCE SALE





If you are buying a wig at Memphis
Wig Want - buy a Shangri-La -
monihly notes. remaining the same
MEMPHIS WIG WAM
94 South Main Street 525-1433
• 1
419 •




WASHINGTON — (NP!) —' Meanwhile, a suit charging
Negro leaders continued to the Philip Morris Tobacco com-
press harder for more job op-Ipany with discriminatory hir-
portunities for Negroes. ling Practices was filed in Fed-
Positive response to their de-,eral Court in Richmond, Va,
mands came from all over thol The first such action taken in
'"••• country — including as unlikelyNirginia under the 1964 Civil
• a source as Arkansas segre- Rights Act, the NAACP Legal
FEARED AC:CAI/77AL OF KLANSMEN
The Rev. Dr. Dana M. Greeley (right) president of the
Unitarian Universalist Assn., said he feared the acquittal
of the three men charged with the slaying of Rev. James
Reeb of Boston would result In an adverse world-wide reac-
tion to American justice. He made the comment during a
press conference in Boston. Atty. Daniel B. Bickford (left),
a specialist in criminal law, was special counsel for the
Unitarian Assn., during the trial. (UPI Telephoto)
Douglass High Round-Up
CHAMPAIGN NEAR-RIOT
Hello there, This is Edwina Congratulations go to all who 4 Policemen Hurt(ferret!, your Douglass High he to make our royal court
school news reporter for the
1965-66 season of interesting'
events. Also with me is Stella'
Knox to help cover territory
that's in the outer limits of the
Devils' Den,
HIGHLIGHTS
Last week was a most en-
joyable one to a lot of people.
For instance, the Red Devils
brought home victory by down-
ing the FaCier Bertrand Thun-
der Bolts. Congratulations boys,
and keep it up.
Next, the senior class present-
ed its annual Ilarvest Ball at
the Flamingo Room last Thurs-
day night, and we are happy to
say that everything was success-
ful in this presentation.
And now to give you a glimpse,
at the royalty of our school.
Crowned as Mr. and Miss Doug-
lass were Eddie 'listen and Shel-
la Bolden. Other ni,oribers of
the royal court were first alter-
nates Audfrey Robertson and
Edwina Harrell: second alter.
nates William Smith and Andre
Harris, and attendants Stella




This year's class is under tilt
leadership of the "most depend,
able president, Danny Craw-,
ford. He is assisted by his vice,
Ray Brownlee ,another consci-
entious young man. The secre-
tary is Patricia Oler, and the
assistant secretary is Guiner-
eve Holt. Our devotion is led
by Thelma Crivens, our chap-
lain, and news given to you by
Stella Knox and Edwina Har-
rell.
Our wonderful senior advisors
are Omar R Robinson, Jr. and
George McFall. Miss V. Bland
and Mr. Walter Simmons are
never to be forgotten in any
part of a senior's life at Doug-
lass.
Don't forget our bright live-
ly, and efficient Senior Council
is corning up for its first year
in action. "Knowledge is pow-
er," and our Senior Council
is a power plant.
So until next week this is
your Douglass High "cool"
news reporter saying "Haste,
SAME OLD SELMA




After Jury Frees Three Whites
ii ,7.. gationist Gov. Orval E. Faubus. Defense Fund, Inc., asked the SELMA, Ala. — (UPI)—Fed-lwhich could have been render-
••
es: In New York, Whitney M. court to issue an anti.discrimi• era! authorities. studied possi- , ed consistent with the evidenceso:- Young. Jr., executive director, natory injunction against the
National Urban League, stress. company. ,
ble action against three white presented...
The suit was filed on behalf ;
men acquitted by an all-white...."...• ed that 100 Negroes must be o Prosecutor Vergis Ashworth ,
Immediately hired by each of of Douglas H. Quarles, who 
jury of murder charges in the __,_, ,,...y
M responsibiFty is to!
100 charged he was denied prom 
death of Unitarian minister "I"----, the nation's top 1,000 firms.
au= He challenged the federal tion from laborer to truck driv-
o- James Reeb of Boston. represent the state. Whatever
fllit government to support this pro- er because of his race. The jury took an hour and a the jury does is acceptable
ts;;; gram by permitting tax allow- In Georgia, two Negro state half Friday to find Elmer Cook, me."
IE ances for the firms participat- represzntatives have announ- 41. William Stanley Haggle, 36 Some 15 whites in the backing in this massive on-the-job cert . plans to us moral Persua- and his brother 
Namon O'Neal
t.,•-• training effort sion rather than legislation to 11°ggle, 30, innocent of charges of the courtroom burst into au-
!..." "This is a necessary and ur- encourage and cooperate with t h e y fat ally clubbed Reeb ; liause-vgith the verdict. About
gent implementation to the War Georgia officials in hiring qual-1March 9 outside a Negro cafe. '100 Negroes sitting in the backon Poverty," he said. , ified Negroes in available state U. S. Dist. Atty. Vernol R.,,di,.,groaned in unison. They got to,In another address, Young jobs. Jansen, who said ne was
tressed" by the , acquittal, in- their feet—apparently to leavetold how he integrated the staff Rep. Ben Brown and William 
Idicated federal charger may be_ and Dallas County Sher:3of his own office — with whites. A. Alexander said they expect.
ifietl: ed their not-so-militant tactics 
Forthcoming. Jim Clark approached 
'When I first came to the 
them. • Urban League in 1961," he said to work, after meeting with "Now that the state's prose- shouting, "Order in the court,"our staff was 99 per cent Ne- Gov. (art Sanders and other cution is completed we will re-!I be seated."a gr'• state departmental officials. .view the FBI inv,stigation and!
gr. "We signed nondiscrimina., They propose to seek ways to ' we will make a decision about The defense strategy wastory statements and agreed to encourage Negroes to apply for the availability of federal pros- simple. Pitcher brought to the Ipractice fair hiring just like available state jobs, many of ecution," Jansen said. Iif! everyone else," he said, which require only a basic high If federal charges are brought 
stand witnesses whose testi-1
" "Then we took affirmative Sc- school education, against the three, they would molly tallied with t h e story!lion and started recruiting. We.
Oft Brown said the state should in similar to those which re- making the rounds in the city:
ow didn't go to Tuskegee and How. stop operating on a dual sys- suited in the convictions of that Reeb was allowed to die..,, ard, either. We w2nt where theltem including a colored divis- three Ku Klux iaansmen re- so thot the civil rights move-white people were." run and a white division. Such a cently on charges of violating flient could have a martyr.. When this failed to show sat- system leaves many available a federal conspiracy law dating,isfactor'y results, Young said, state jobs vacant, because qual. back to the 1870s.the League took a look at its died persons have not applied, One of the Klansmen, Colliepersonnel tests and found that he said. Leroy Wilkins, was aerptittedthey discriminated a gains t Even Arkansas' Gov. Orval of murder charges in statewhites by giving too much F. Faubus — remembered for court at Ilayneville but w a sweight to backgrounds of de- his role in trying to prevent sentenced to 10 years, alongprivation and racial discrinli- school integration at Little with Eugene Thomas and Wil-nation. Rock — was promoting jobs for liam Eaton, in federal court."We changed the tests We Negroes. The three were charged in thedidn't think it fair to discrimi- The governor disclosed that murder of white civil rights
140 




Slum-Dweller And "SIn His Court
it-In Crlses
His Way 01 Life
By ERNEST BOYNTON
NEW YORK — (ANP)-11av-
log Just completed an in-depth
• study of extreme poverty in, the
- world's largest city, I would,
like to report my findings on'
what it really means to be real.'
ly poor.
Every person lives and grows
in a particular way of life en.;
members of labor unions, clubsvironment, "a design for liv-
ing,' a cluster of customs, rules lor community centers. Banks,
and habits that are passed on 'doctors, and ministers are dis•from one generation to the trusted,
next. The child breathes in the '
culture of his family as he
• breathes In the air around him.
▪ Directly or indirectly, it is
r through parents that each gen•
eration comes to terms with its
• heritage. The "war on pover-
ty" campaign has made us
keenly aware of the principal
factors that make up the cut.
ture of the slum-dweller. The
culture of the poor refers to
those who have always been
poor, whose ancestors were
poor, whose children will no
doubt be poor.
Visiting in the foul-smelling
tenements housing these peo-
ple, one realizes that poverty
is not merely a state of econo-
mic circumstance; it is also a
state of mind. Psychologically.
the whole way of life of the
perog is -different. They live
close to the edge of starvation. I
Recto and two associates
were attacked outside the Sit.
sec Moon Cafe only a few hours
after civil rights advocates, led
by Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.,
crossed the bridge leading to
Montgomery and returned to
Selma. The march later was
completed and ended with the
death of Mrs. Liuzzo.
— -
ATLANTA — L PI —
cases against two civil rights
workers will be retained "ex-
clusively" in the Fulton Super-
or Court of Judge Durwood T. I
l'ye.The:r fight for mere sum isal ' That was the provision of an
iflakes them social cripples. I order issued by Pyr who two,
weeks ago directed solicitor'The culture of the poor is a Lewis Slaton to prepare indict-,way of life, continued from gen- write against the two. Mardon,
eration to genes-ation. What are R. Walker And James Forman.I
the more general aspects of Miss Walker, a student at
Connecticut College, and For-this culture: Poor people usu-
ally have only a makeshift
"schooling." They are not
man, national executive secre-
tary of the Student Non-Violent I
Coordinating Committee, sir&
charged with violating the
state's malicious mischief and
riot laws. The charges are the I
result of racial demonstrations'
in Atlanta two years ago
Poplar Dodge
Your New Neighbor
Home of Red Carpet
Care




OLDER THAN YOU ARE
tro4 1004700/68?
get
BLACKAT YOUR R!s 
In Tavern Brawl
CHAMPAIGN — (CPO—Four Spotlight Cafe.
policemen were injured, onel City Manager W. B. Brown-
seriously, Saturday as theying said the brawl was not
quelled a near riot outside a lracial in nature. However, all
tavern. Police arrested eight the police involved were white
persons, including one woman, and all patrons in the tavern
were Nggro.
I
on charges of aggravated as-
satin "I want to stress it wasn't.
,a racial incident," Browning
Champaign police officer Bob-
by Jones was struck on the
head with a thrown brick and
was in serious condition at
Burnham Hospital with a skull
fracture.
Three other policemen were
bitten, including one who bad
a finger bitten off to the first
joint, in quelling the distur-
bance among 511 patrons of the
Isaid. "Several patrons of the
Itavern came to tie aid of the
jofficers. Those involved were
just a bunch of hoodlums."
Police answered a call from
the manager of the tavern, a
frequent trouble spot, about 1
a.m. that a fight was in pro-
gress. Two squads comprising
[three policemen answered the
alarm.
A PROMISE OF
PLEASURE . . .
Featuring a beautiful _showroom -
with numerous models to .choose
from. Prices starting at
$ 23900
10% Financing As Low As $28.56
Down Payment, $12.80 Per Month
Get Your Chrimintas Honda at
AL'S CYCLE SHOP
Mid-South's Oldest Honda Dealer
3155 Summer Avenue
Miss. Negroes Honor Whi e
Editor For Militant Stand
LEXINGTON, MOS. — (MPI)
— "For being our eyes to the
'truth," same 500 Negroes from
lfour "Black Belt" rural coun-
ties showed their appreciation
,in a tangible way to a Pulitzer
Prize winning editor whose l
"way of life ' was changed be-
cause of her editorial stand in •
their behalt.
The honoree, Mrs. Hazel!
Brannon Smith, last year won •
the prize for her writing. Iler
newspapers, the Lexington Ad-
vertiser and the Durrant
News, have suffered financial
difficulties from a white boy-
cott because of her stand
against racist groups.
Holmes county Negroes dur-
ing a fete in her honor at,
Saints Junior college, a Negroj
institution, presented Mrs.
Smith with $2,852.Z2 to help her
keep her papers alive.
In addressing the group, Dr.
Arenia C. Mallory, president oil
the college where the mi.
editor was honored, said:
"Can you imagine this coun-
ty without the Lexington Ad-
vertiser and Hazel Brannon
Smith? Unless we stand tall,
we're not worthy of - Hazel
Brannon Smith."
Dr. Mallory, declaring that
Mrs. Smith "is not for me,
he is not for you, she's lor
right. . ." recalled an article
which had reduced the editor
from "a woman of wealth" to
one who had to "struggle like
the rest of us."




Teflon lining makes water-
less cooking absolutely
carefree. Food won't stick
or bake-on ... you never
need grease. Cleans with&
quick wash and rinse..
no scouring. All heavy
alurruntart litenSad
with heat resistant han-
dles.
5 qt. NIA Oven with over
10.,ach Chicken Fryer
(Dutch Oren cover fits)
2 qt. Saute Pan with cover
‘1•1;Msww°.) 
1 qt. Sauce Pan with rover
1 Plastic Wain' Ipso.
1 Plank Sperhole
I BETTER QUALITY... BEST VALUES 1
i KRESS IOpen VI 900 P. M.
i 
I
Every Nite Til Christmas 1
1
iI 9 NO. MAIN STREET 
wsi.,...,...............................,..i.
ubp, APPLIANCE 8. FURNITURE CO....en Call IR e.2751 1348 Poplar Ave.
20 Years Serving You — We Want Your Business
OUR LOWEST PRICE EVER!
r.1101R-IGLEI Automatic Washer
Automatically Washes — Rinses and Spin Dries
• 1•01, 10,00110 e ifiltd•r
• 5 fresh Water Pinses
• 1,150,,, Wart Action Agitator $ 17 888• Perretsie Wash Tub
• Super Spin Dr),
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• 2-Pc. Stud.. Sofa Into Bed-Sle•pa 2
• Om Ce.I Canal.
• Club Ch., re rnott,





• 2 Lamp. and Shad..
• Occal,onal Tables
• t.r.. D•net.e-T•5149. 4 Chao.,
• • 15.1d • Chest
PRIM Horne Trial
OLYMPIC STEREO
'138" spo Per Week





FIRST PAYMENT IN 1966
FREE!
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uce. 15, ;784 — Phyllis Wheat.
Icy-Peters, poetess. was
brought trom Africa at age 7;
died at age 31.
Dec. 15, 1791 — The Bill of
Rights was passed by Congress
and ratified by the states.
Dec. 15, 18i0 — The Christian
(formerly Colored) Methodist
Episcopal church was establish-
ed.
Dec. 15. 1864 — Negro troops
participated in the Battle 01
Nashville.
• Dec. i6, 1859 — John A. Cope-land, Jr., member of John
Brown's raiding party, was ex-
ecuted.
Dec. 16, 1934 — Maggie Lena
Walker, hank president, weal-
thiest Negro woman in Am-
erica, died Richmond, Va.
Dec-. 17. 1807 — John Green-
leaf Whittier, anti-slavery poet,
born.
Dec. 17. 1903 — First success-
ful airplane ilight by Wright
brothers at Kitty Hawk, N.C.
Dec. 1951 — Genocide in
U.S. petition presented to Unite,:
Nations.
Dec. 18, 1815 — Battle of New
Orleans had more than 500 free
Negroes as soldiers.




SAIURDAY, DECEMBER 18, 1965
NCC Students Told Revolution
In U. S. Education To Grow
DURHANI. N. C. — North is taught . . . The resolution the foreseeable future, none will
Carolina Collage students were has, mnst importantly of all be quite so serious as our us-
told by Alan Pifer, acting pre. brought the federal government tional shortage of high levelsident of the Carnegie Corpora-, into the flei4 of education for manpower and leadershrip.tion of New York, that they are the o lint time on a scale large Ameri.n has to provide equalin the midst of a revolution in enough to be significant.
American education which will opportunity. justice and a de-
continue as time passes. ; "Massive federal funds are cent standard of living for all
The occasion was the 18th an- now sup:lolling language i members of its society, he add-'
oust Founde:'s Day convocationi'struction, curriculum projects, !
address in memory of the late;!educ:.tional research, the con- 
ed. "And we have to assist the 
Dr. James E. Shepard, found.' struction, of college buildings, impoverished populations of
er of thz college in 1910 and its school libraries, undergraduate Asia, Af:ica. and Latin America
presidents until his death in and graduate scholarship loan to achiLve a better life."
1947. ,programs, and even providing .1,0 meet these Imperative re.
"Op! general support to elementarySpeakiag cn the subject. sponstbilities we have no other
portimity in Education," Pifer! the poverty impacted areas choice than to develop to the
directed most of his address to formula." maximum the talents of every
the students in an audience and secondary schools through American, whales er his color or
composed of students, faculty; Projccting a continued up- circumstances . . . To put It
members, and townspeople and surge in educatit nal oportuni- bluntly, the education, of a
declared: "The revolution has ties aid demands, he said in Negro child heir inNorth Caro•.
been marked by a new con- 1980, when today's collegians, lina is as important 'to me as
cern with th: quality of what: will be reedy for full, mature the education of my own sons
-- professional careers. "we will where I live in Connecticut," he,
!need at least 2,900,000 teachers: continued.
This Wee k-tfur all levels (Jf education, or 
for 
and (belated concern
600,000 more than we have now,,
and actually we will need more 
the quality of education Ne-
groes receive is causing manyl
I than this because we should im- agencies, public and private, to
prove the ratio of teachers to offer ther assistance, Pifer as-
taught."'serted, citing foundations and
Teachers, he said, will earn agencie3 which assist in various
more because their services programs to aiJ predominantly
will be in great demand due Negro institutions.
to competitive needs by other
professions. Moreover, he con- 
"On a different but highly im•
p
tinned, aid to education in other say that state governments
countries may become an Am- which are legally responsible
erican activity of very much toe predominantly Negro public
In Negro
History
Dec. 14, 1829 — John M
Langston, Negro congressman.
was born in Louisa county, vs.
Dec. 14, 1925 — Baseball pit-
cher Sam Jorcs was born in
Ohio, larger dimehsions than it is colleges,
nos.. 
s -here these exist In
the bolder states in the South,
"The truth of the matter i5 were doing their best to int-
that, of the many crises which' prove facilities and raise sten--




Bus. 324-3671 Home: 323-4214
See Me For The Best Buys
In Town
1965 Impala Coupe — Notes $72.50 $2295
1963 Impala Coupe - AC-All Extras
1963 Super Sport Impala Coupe
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Compact Automate Ice Maker fills. freezes. re,
leases and stores cubes—all automatically,
Stores 270 cubes in a handy door server, right
where they're easiest to reach Easily connected
to water supply
Space Age Convenience,
rhatorolor arr,,,M1 Wrong sato/ Viso Sr......
new V•por Zone 100, Sonora, In,. pantry Hydrator, Moat
Tondo, pool 20115 bottom Satyr - van an tact.,
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Thriftiest let Action Washer'
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When the flavor of a single cola isn't with a bang.Try some. We II giVe you a
enough ...make it a double. Double coupon worth IOC to get you started.
Cola. The delicious flavor comes on The flavor is big. That calls for a drink.
Cut along dotted line
104 off on any carton of
DOUBLE COLA or DIET WAY COLA
ng su I ficient p LII l; hoses of Double
Cola and/or Diet Way Cola to cover
coupons must be shown upon request.
Void where prohibited. taxed or re-
stricted by law. Customer must pay
sales tax.Cash value 1/20 of I e.Good
only in area served by Double Cola of
Memphis, Tennessee. Offer expires
March 1,1966.
Mr.Grocer: Your Double Cola sales-
man will pick up and redeem this cou-
pon for 10( plus 2e handling, when 
it
has been used as dart Payment on Inc
purchase of • 6-bottle carton of Dou-
ble Cola or Diet Way Cola. Use for
any other purpose constitutes fraud.
Coupons are not transferable and
must be submitted directly and not
through an agent. Invoices cover'
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LeMoyne Beats Dragons
After Trailing At Half
Fans throughout the 5temphis. I Le5loyintes kicked WI The Magicians returned to
area are anxiously awaiting the, last week's activity with an-1 the Bruce Hall tourt last Fri.
Jan, 1 basketball classic which other victory over Lane, this day night and turned back
will throw LeMoyne against time at Jackson by a score oft Fisk University's Bulldogs from
Southern U. in Bruce Hall. 84-71. Capt. James "Sweet l Nashville, 90-81.
The holiday ga m e is being' ,.- Pea Sandridge and his mates l LeMoyne led 49-39 at halftime
sponsored )4 t h e LeMoyne
Alumni Club, headed by Elmer 
had to come from behind to win :Ind went on to a 20-point lead
L. Henderson, one of the col. this one. They trailed at half- early in the third period, but
lege's all-time athletic greats. time. 43-32. Fisk put on a hard press in the
Mrs. Lettie Letitia Poston, Leon Mitchell, the freshman final stages of the contest and
treasurer of LeMoyne's General flash from Capleville, was high gave the fans an exciting finish.
Alumni Association, is chair- man for LeMoyne with 22, Captain Sandridge set the
man of the ticket committee:trailed by Sandridge who had Pace for the LeMoynites and
which includes Mrs. Ann L. 21. Two other freshmen, Bill racked up 27 points, although he
Weathers, James Boyd, Mrs. Hayes of Louisville and Dick, was outscored by Fisk's Booker
Harm Ward and Alfred Rudd. Davis of Cincinnati came' who came through with 32.
Tickets may be purchased with 12 points eath. George FED STARTS
from the alumni for one dollar. F e d, sophomore forward, George Fed bounced back in
Stubs will be 91.21 at the door, halked up 10 points to prominence for the Magi-
TOURNAMENT WHISTLE GAME cians and played a terrific de-
LeMoyne's Magicians mean- The LeMoyne crew moved on fensive game. He also contribu-
while are preparing' for an in- from Jackson to Normal where ted 12 points to the offensive-
vision of Alabama and Georgia. they invaded the Alabama A & cause.
They'll be at Alabama State in M den last Wednesday night, Veterans Franklin Shelton
Montgomery on Thursday nightl and they got what they had and Willie Parks made im-
of this week and will go against been expecting — a lot of pressive showings for the Ma-
Clark at Atlanta on Saturday whistle blowing. The Magicians gicians, as did freshmen Rich-
night. admitted making a few costly ard Davis, Ledei Mitchell, Wil-
Coach Jerry Johnson's Magi- floor mistakes but questioned ham Hayes, Willie Taylor, Sam-
clans 'will enter the Dillard, several of the severe penalties uel Bachelor, Bill 'Meggett,
Tournament at New Orleans,: inflicted upon them by the Warnsby Stegall and Bobby
Dec. 2/-28. hometown officials. 7 odd.
MAGICIAN SET TO SHOOT — LeMoyne
Captain James (Sweet Pea) Sandridge, left,
is about to take off for one of his spectacu-
lar shots although guarded closely by Fisk
University's George Gilliam. Coming in at
right to aid Sandridge is LeMoyne's sensa-
tional freshman, Richard Davis of Cincin-
nati. The Magicians won 'the game 90-81,
with Sandridge accounting for 27 of the
points.
Pick Clint Jones On UPI Backfield
NEW. YORK —(UPI) — Mi-
chigan :State's Clint Jones was
the right man in the right spot
against, Notre Dame and rates
:t berth in the United Press In-
ternational Backfield of the
Week for the second time this
Year.
Gary Behan, UCLA's sopho-
more whiz, joins the Big Four
for the second time with Bob-
by Burnett of Arkansas and Bob
Davis of Virginia making their
first appearances.
The Irish may have felt
Michigan State was throwing
an entire All-America team at
them last Saturday but it was
Jones who provided the often.
sive spark that moved the
Spartans to a 12-3 triumph.
On Notre Dame's 39 in the
third period and with his team
trailing 3-0, Jones bolted 21
yards to the 18 and then helped
Spartans actually needed.
team or league records.Behan pulled UCLA together
in the fourth period with touch- Little romped to a pair of
down passes of 34 and 52 yards touchdowns a i t Boston Col.
in the last four minutes to turn
lege to top a one year Syra-back Southern California 20-
16 in the showdown for a Rose cuse scoring mark set by the
Bowl bid: great Jimmy Brown with a
Virginia's Davis had a free- total of 114 points. Grabowski
wheeling day against Maryland
failed to score against North-by accounting for five touch-
downs, w including four on passesestern but his 189 yards in 33
of 9, 16, 53 an 15 yards. His carries toppled three big 10 Ca-
reer or single season marks,own score from the two made
the eventual difference, 33-27. Halfback Johnny Roland of
Burnett, cat Arkansas ball- Missouri scored three times
toting stalwart all season, against Kansas,' fullback Jay
rolled up three touchdowns (4, Calabrese of Duke scored three
1, 8 yards) agninst Texas Tech against North Carolina and half-
as the Razorbacks completed 'back Frank Rogers of Colorado
their second stra:ght .perfect tallied 13 points on two field
season, 42-24. goals, a touchdown pass re-
vs. J.ommomm....rosn-lems.zs....sonnowwwww, 
. . . The Home of . . .
OVER 75 CARS TO CHOOSE FROM
DETROIT — (UPI) Ray Scott
has been around professional
I sports long enough to hear peo-
'pie say You can't win them
I all." He just doesn't believe it.
"Think positively, that's what
I go by," says Ray, who is
now entering his fifth National
Basketball Association season
with the Detroit Pistons. "There
is simply no other way to play
this game, not if you want to
win."
During Ray's days in Detroit,
winning has not exactly become
a Piston habit, but that doesn't
discourage him. Scott has Con-
tributed mightily to the Piston
offense with a career average
of 15.7 points per game. And
thinks the Pistons, despite the
loss of Terry Dischin,ger to the
Armed Forces, have a real
chance to move up from fourth
place in the Western Division.
"We have a very young team
this season," says Ray, "and,
that's going to be important in
the long run. Now if I thought
negatively, 'I might say a young
team will make mistakes, but
let's face it, even veterans do
that.
"But this team has youth and
speed. And when I say speed,
I mean outstanding speed.'
We're just going to run a lot'
of the older teams in the league
right off the court. I believe it,
and I think the rest of the squad
does, too."
Scott's positive approach is
unique in professional sports,
but Ray doesn't feel it is un-
realistic. He puts it this way:
"We play so often, that we:
can lose more games in one
month than a lot of college play
ers have lost in their whole ca-
reers. That tends to make some
people accept defeat, but I
don't. The way I look at it, if
a fellow doesn't go out expect.'
ing to win every game, he'
stands a fair chance of losingl
them all."
That's something he doesn't:
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DON'T PAY ONE CENT
UNTIL FEBRUARY 15, 1966
Floor Models Reduced
$100"
UP TO 36 MONTHS TO PAY
NO MONEY DOWN
1264 GETWELL Open Hite: 'Til 9 I 4556 SUMMER
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ing enemy pursuits; made the STOPPED ON ONE
most important runback of his Tennessee was pushed back
three year career as a mem-lby the Hoosiers as the Cardinals
ber of the Tigers, save the 87-,ground out 66-yards in 13 plays
yard winning punt return against,but the Big Blues gave up only
Florida A&M in 1963. The de- four net yards after Ball State
ceptive Smith fielded a Ball' made a first down on the five.
State kick on his own 31 andl Adel took over on the one and
was almost nailed in his tracks Arove across midfield before
by the host of Cardinals cover- Ball State picked off its fourth
ing the punt. interception to halt the march.
Smith managed to elude the-At this point the Cardinals
first brigade of would be tack- looked like sure winners in the
lers, and after a few quick second Rice Bowl game named
moves of 007 quality, the demin- in honor of the noted sports
utive 160 pounder did a tight scribe, Grantland Rice, who au-
rope act down the sidelines to shored the famous words,
complete the thrilling 69-yard not that you won or lost, But
touchdown gallop. . how you played the game."
Dickey made the all import- Both teams gave the largest
ant conversion look easy by fir. Rice Bowl crowd ever an all
ing a pass to end Johnny Rob-lout effort, and if a tie is befit-
inson who was all along in thelting, this one was because each
end zone. A missed placement Played well enough to win,
attempt after TSU's first guar- Houk by my unofficial stets was
ter TD set up the crucial play. six for six in the second half
his passes, and 12 for 14
clock showing 2:01. Tennessee overall.
State's score came with the.°n
gotitsb 
controlled 
thewh acenBtiaolnl Dickey thrilled everybody
State, who with the exception of the Ball
most of the second half. seemed State linesmen who were befud-
shocked by the certain turn of Idled by his scrambling antics,
events and fumbled on the firstione such maneuver gained 30
play after the kickoff following l yards for the seasoned sopho-
The stunned crowd pro Mil!
Smith's run. more. Dickey had four passes
stolen but managed to be on
of course but not without Hoo-
siers who made the long trip
to Dixie and some adopted lo-
cals those being mostly follow-
ers of Middle Tennessee State For a game that was sup-
who hoped .to get the,, Rice Bowl posed to be sold out days in
bid, wondered whether the advance tickets were available
great Dickey could move the and being hafved by an assort-
Big Blues the necessary 44- ment of characters. Few of the
yards to the goal line. The ducats were being pushed by
Houston flash came within two' scalpers, some went for less
big yards of furnishing thejhan the original prices. Half-
coup de' grace to an already time entertainment was put on
TD CALLED BACK 
by two gifted bands of the par-Frank Merriwell finish.
ticipating schools and the crowd
Bill Tucker plowed through pleasing A&I AROTC drill
the line and went 15 yards into team,
target in the clutch, being on
the nose on seven of his last ,
eight throws.
TICKETS PLENTIFUL
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
Teachers! Financing










Start your Christmas Lay-
away Plan TODAY for holi-
day items, We have a smart
selection to choose from;
Neat Suits, Sport Coats,
Slacks arid Sweaters. We
al so have a choice selection
of materials in all colors.
Men, LET ME FIT YOU in
the ideal outfit for the
Yuletide. Don't worry about
Money, Pay Nest Year.
BROTHERS
126 on Fnenous Benl• Si.






































































































RICE BOWL DEADLOCKED ,
MURFREESBORO — For the
lack of a timeout rugged Ball
State university of Muncie,
Indiana, was spared a heart-;
breaking defeat, and finished
a spectacular grid evening by
saving face on a 14-14 tie with
Tennessee A&1 State university
in the Grantland Rice Bowl last
Saturday afternoon at Jones
Field on the campus of Middle
Tennessee State university be-
fore over 10,000 hysterical fans.
The gallant TSU Tigers staged
a miraculous comeback with a
little over two minutes left to
play in the game. Down 6-14,
the Big Blues scored a touch-
down and a two point conver-
sion, and after an 18 yard El-1
dridge Dickey pass was hauled'
in on the two yard line of Ball
State, Tennessee State missed
a golden opportunity to win asr
time ran out before Coach Johnl
Merritt's charges could line up'
for another play. State had ex-
hausted its timeouts.
BACK BREAKIN.G RUN
paydirt, but the play was called
back. However, Dickey scored
moments later from the one af-
ter a short march of 19-yards.
The kick, despite a strong wind
at TSU's back, fell short. This
was the last A&1 threat until
those frantic last two minutes
of the game.
Ball State came into the
game highly publicized for its
strong ground attack and ball
control style of play. The run-
ning game was spearheaded by
Jim Todd, one of two ebony
stars with the Cardinals, who
had chalked up over six yards
per carry.
Todd hurled his 197-pound
frame into the line with the
viciousness of a Sherman tank.
Ironically, it was the Ball State
passing, superbly handled by
quarterback Frank Houk, that
riddled the Tennessee defense.
Houk actually surpassed Dickey
with his pin point passing, hit-
ting two bull's eyes to account
for both Ball State touchdowns,
one an 18-yarder to Todd. A&I
•
1
Little Nolan Smith, State's rushers nearly had Houk nabbed '
IFasitw d rikee.e Thinking Ray Scott premier punt return specialist on th pair of second quarterwho is accustomed to emoraliz- sts 
•
move it to the three from which Running backs Floyd LittleTeption and a kicked conver-'
lie e' rorecasts Pistons' Move Upbangal over for the gn'Iof Syracuse and Jim Grabpw-Ision in a 19-6 victory over thahead touchdown — — all the ski continued to knock over 'Air Force Academy,
Delayed Action
' Following the Cincinnati-New
York game recently, which the
Royals won, 131-115, new Roy-
als' guard. Art Heyman called
his pretty new wife in New
York . . . hello, it's
nit', Art .
There was a' beshation at the
other end: then, "But honey,
you're shooting a jump shot
this very moment!'" This took
Art by surprise.
Mrs. Heyman was watching
the game on television being
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TSU Ties With Ball State
In Grantland Rice Bowl
 gain-
12,000 
Sy EARL S. CLANTON, III
MURFREESBORO, Tenn. —
Fleetfooted, punt return special-
ist, Noland Smith, turned in a
dazzling 74-yard scoring sprint State until Noland Smith
with just 2:01 minutes left to Dickey completed 12 of 2.3 for
play in the second annual 168 yards and had four inter- 
knotted the game with his punt
Grantland Rice Bowl here cePted•
last Saturday afternoon to give Cardinal end. Mark Surface 
"I knew I was going all the
Tennessee a 14 all tie and a recovered a Tucker fumble on 
way when I got to the outside,"
half share in the NCAA's Mid- the Big Blue 19. Houk drove his 
Smith explained after the game.
Eastern Regional grid chain- Cardinals 81 yards in 13 -
One matt tried to hold me up
until he could get help, but I
State. touchdown. The score came on
pionship withunranked Ball plays for the Hosiery first faked him inside and went to
"With the Big Blue trailing A 25-yard pass from Houk to the outside for the score.
6-14 in the closing minutes, Steve Demuth. Phil Hajec add- Assistant backfield coach,
speed merchant Smith took ed the point to give the Hoosiers Raymond Whitmon, explained,
Nickey Baker's punt on his own A 7-6 lead with 8:43 to play in "Ball State was playing us a
31, picked an initial wall of the first half. - lour-deep one and covering all
blockers, reversed his field, es- Striking again in the second our receivers very well. We
caped to the sideline and out- half, Surface intercepted an- had to go to the running game,
.
season that rott+Vd the 
other Dick ey aerial .. and and Bowen — who picked up 76
lateraled to Baker to move the 
anced the field for his game-
g and second TD seurry of 
standing-room-only crowd
that jammed Middle Tennessee
State University's Jones Stadi- ----
UM
Eldridge Dickey, whose fumble
in the final four minutes
on Ball State's 13 cost the Tigers
a sure victory; hit Johnnie Rob-
inson for a two-point conver-
sion that tied the ball game 30
ran down the curtain on the
1965 grid campaign.
Coach John A. Merritta
crew, who were ranked fifth
nationally by the Associated.
Press, remains undefeated, but ,
tied once, in 10 games. Along the
way, the Mertittmen picked,
up the 1965 mythical Negro
collegiate gridiron crown and
the Mid-Western Athletic As-
sociation's pigskin title. "I will picket with the Negro,
BEN AILINGhe Tigers opened the scor- I will go Seuth with him, I will
late in the first quarter at- Singer Brook Benton may not go to jail with him, and I will
1( linebacker Sam Spivey hang with him if the need be,"be able to make a cerebral al-
recovered Dick Lester 's fumble Father Groppi, an assistant at
on the Cardinal 19. Gene Bowen sY benefit in Washington Toes- ,'4..
and Bill Tucker bulled their way day. The entertainer was ad-
Boniface Roman Catholic
to the one in four plays. From milted to Detroit Osteopathic
Parish, said after being arrest.
Hospital over the weekend, corn- ,
plaining of abdominal pains. A 
facto-segregated public school
hospital spokesman said the - -
being built in a Negro neigh-
boutood singer apparently was suffering • r ere.
Reports that Father Groppi
has been transferred, or is to
be, were squelched by his as-
sociate, Father Michael Neu-
berger, also associate pastor of
the parish.
there, Dickey sneaked over for
the tally. Fletcher missed the
extra point on a bad snap from
center that sampled TSU's early
game jitters. trom gastritis and would be
Averaging 230 pounds up
front, the monsters from Mon-
Neuberger said.
d
because of costly miscues. 
hoff d sc eduled d h two ays a
held for observation. Benton
had just finished a two week
cie caused the usually cool engagement at the Metropole
Dickey to fold up and the Ti- Supper Cub in Windsor, Ont.,
gers offense sputtered and died an Father Groppi, who is white,before the Washington engage-
COSTLY MISCUES ment. 
is supported by his superior,
"I'm not selling Ball State 
Father Eugene F. Bleidorn,
pastor of the parish, Father
short," offensive coach Al Cole•Ito. '
man analyzed after the game.I The Catholic Archdiocese of
club, but they did not stop us
"They have a very good ball! Milwaukee has "kind of left Fa-
We kept making mistakes that 
ther Groppi standing there
killtd our drives."
alone" by neither censuring
Quarterbacking a team not
him nor supporting him, his as-
noted' all season for a passing 
sociates added.,
During the recent school boy-
.SUMMARY' colt in Milwaukee, Bishop Re.
Ball State 0 14 0 0 — 14148.4w man Etkielski, auxiliary bishop
Tenn. State 6 0 0 8— of the Milwaukee Archdiocese,
STATISTICS Recent weekend guests from ordered Father Groppl to dl..
Benton Harbor Mich. were
gam., Cardinal signal caller,
Frank Houke won tbe Most Val-
uable Player Award (Granny)
for completing 12 of 15 passes
for 155 yards and one TD.
passed to J 
Ball's 48. Houk 
Todd for the
pigskin to
mission. liajec added the ex-
tra point puting Ball State ahead
144 at intermission.
The Cardinals contained
the game's leading ground
er — and Tucker did tremen-
yards in 16 carries to, become





James Groppi has indicated he
'runt be stopped in his efforts
to fight de facto segregation in
Milwaukee's public schools.
•
First downs 16 15
Net yds. rushing 171 160
Passes attempted 23 15
Passes completed 12 12
Net yds. passing 169 155
Passes
intercepted by I 4
Total offense 340 315
Fumbles lost 2 3
Punting
yds. average 2 22.0 4/34.0












Mr. and Mrs. John Isom Wade,
Mrs. Ronald Wilson and Miss
Alvester Mullins. All were here
to see relatives.
Funeral services for Mr. Wit
liam Wade were held last Sun-
day at the Johnson Chapel CME
church with Rev. R. V. John-
son delivering the eulogy. Also
assisting at the funeral was
Rev. F. M: Dicky, pastor of
Jatnison Telmple, St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. Bee Bee Russell, one of
Gibson County's best known
barbers, died suddenly at his
home on Nov. 30. Funeral teas
held at Martin Tabernacle CM-
E church with Rev. W. C. Rog-
ers delivering the eulogy. 't
Mr. James Wright died on
Nov. 30 at the Madison County
General hospital. Funeral was
held at Martin Tabernacle CM-
E church with Rev. L. Johnson
delivering the eulogy. Burial
was in Wards. Memorial Gar-
den.
Mrs. Bessie Garrett is confin-
ed to her home.
Mrs. Elizabeth Wade is still
on the sick list.
Authaniel Warren is a pati-
ent at the Kennedy VA hospi-
tal in Memphis.
Oscar Holden is on the sick
list.
Mrs. Robert Jaycox has been
dismissed from Gibson Gener-
al hospital.
Mrs. Vivian Johnson of Tren-
ton visited relatives in Chica-.
go during the Thanksgiving hol-
iday.
Nannie H. Smith of Toledo,
Ohio, was here recently to vis-
it his parents.
Mr. and Mrs. Johney Webb of
Central. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene
Thompson and family, and a
nephew, Kenny Brooks of Chi-
cago, visited parents over the
holiday.
The Youth Circle of Spring
Hill Baptist church met in the
home of Mrs. 0. C. Fields on
'last weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Gana-
way and Kenny visited in the
home of Mr. and Mrs. Kenton
Hill on Sunday.
On the sick list are Curtis
Ganaway, Mrs. L. C. McClel-
lan and Rev. W. C. Harris.
sociate himself from the boy-
; Wilson Red Sox
,Most Valuable
BOSTON — (UPI) — Big
flame:throwing' Earl Wilson has
been voted the Most Valuable
Player for the Boston Red Sox
during the 1965 season by the
Boston Chapter of the Baseball
Writers Association.
The veteran pitcher, who com-
piled a 13-14 record for the
Sox, will be honored by the
wri ers during their annual din-
ner . .
Wilson, the most consistent
pitcher this past year for the
ninth place sox, finished with a
9.96 earned run average and
appeared in 36 games.
The 6-3, 215-pound Wilson re-
ceived the acme award in 1962.
his best year in the majors,
when he won 12 and lost 8, in-
cluding a 1-0, no-hitter against
the Los Angeles Angels.
Wilson started his baseball
career as a catcher but soon
switched to pitching. He came
up to the Sox in 1959 and spent
part of the 1960 season with
Minneapolis of the American
Association. In 1081, he played
for Seattle of the Pacific Coast
League and came back to the
Sox the following year.
cott, but this order does not ap-
play to Father Groppl's pres-
ent civil rights activity, Father
Neuberger said.
Father Groppi has also work-
ed to help alleviate the problem
of segregated Catholic educa-
tion in his own parish, which is
90 per cent Negro. Attempts
have been made by parish offi-
cials to put some of the parish
children in surrounding schools
Father Groppi's arrest pre-
ceded that of four civil rights
demonstrators who scuffled
with police and attempted to
obstruct trucks at the site of a
public school being built on the
fringe of the Negro area of the
city.
It was the third day of dem-
onstrations at the Macdowell
Elementary School. Civil rights
groups have protested that the
site will give the school a ma-
jority Negro enrollment and
continue de facto segregation
in the city.
Fifteen persons now have
been arrested at the site.
James Farmer, national di-
rector of the Congress of Racit
al Equality, was at the demon-
stration. lie said he thought the
protest was proper because the
school site was improper for
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Robinson's Vitamin B with Iron
The Perfect Tonic
For the Aged and Convalescent
Pint $1.50
CREO-VEN
The New Cough Rsonedy.
Contains creosote in o mall
bas, with other m•dicines















One of America '.5 Greatest Exclusive Drug .Slo,r,
JA 6-6876
MEMPHIS' LARGEST FOOD STORES
EAST-5014 POPI AR (AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN- r620 MADISON
This Selection Of Fine Foods Is Strictly To Help Make
Things Easy For Mothers Who Have Children






















71• , With coupon and 35.00 additional purchase, •xcluding value
0..' of coupon mistchondis• (fresh milk products end tobacco also
•r...luded in complionc• with stat• law). One coupon p•r
customer. Coupon •spir•• Noon Tuesday D•c. 21.
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M. Beard d Route 2,Box 72,10nd six•weels period.
Holly Giove, Ark., has been,' First grade honor studentsnamed a Peace Corps Volunteerlare Josephine Wilson, Mauriceprhn;iasimg completed plue eorge Sijkfield, Sandy Hayes, Adriansetrainingcretar y ' Thomas, Daisy Wilson, Donald Larry  Robinson, Glen Mason,Washingtcn University. She will Skinner, Charles Taylor, Lisa be assigned to the Peace CorPs Barbara Thomas, Anthony Da-
office in Ski isit Leone, West Af•
rica. 
!Wilson, Mary Ann Robinson, 'is' JefferyCarter, Ruby J. Reed, RimaidIsadore Shipp, Stanie Robin
Peace Cosps volunteer seere. smith, Carla Y. Ceasar, Ray 
Jeffery, Conniece Richnionct
A. Collins and Everett Jones.
' • Kary Cole, Dianne Reed, Joycetanks complete the same train- Cosby and Cheryl Wilson,ing as other volanteers, and re- Also Timmie Mayie, Monet-1
calve several weeks of addition- ta Phelps, Lundie Arnold, Glo ' sixth grade honor students
al orientation at Peace Corps ria Brooks, Arvator Saulsberry, are Phyllis A. Da idridge, Myra
L. Morris, Zelloria• A. Moore,
Geraldine Holmes, La r r y
Pigues. Marilyn Fent, Rickie
Bennett, Sharon Jordan, Grego-
United States History and woild wards, Belinda Shaw, Ronda ry Gordon, Marilyn Bankheart
statics. . Blanden, Willie C. Moore, Ear- Carolyn Thomas, Damon Mat-
ry Williams, Loretta Young lock, 'Janice Cosby, Diane TARIn their overseas posts, Peare and Vicki Jones. ling, Sandra Cox, Effie Avi,C o r p s volunts er secretaries - ham, Gwendolyn Jones, Deloresserve zs admisistrative assist SECOND GRADERS Taylor and Sandra Gary.MILS to the Peace Corps Repro.' Second grade honor students,
Also Hattie Curtis, LaBon-niesentatives a. well as perform are Voretta J. Mhoon, Denise Johnson, Debra Walker, Blandthe usual secretarial tasks. A. Payne, Gloria J. Oliver, Glo-
ria J. Simpson, Larry Smith,
There are presently some Lucretia Anderson, Darlena10,000 Pence Cstps Voluntters Mayse Russell Peterson III,working in 46 naGons of Asia, Romelie Jones, Anthony Jones. 
florins Elvin Mayse, 'Mina
h. Walton and Mary Jefferles•Africa and Latin America. They Thelma Bush, James Brownsare engaged in tural and urbanktandy Askew and Diannecs..mininfty development, healltilSweeting.
work, law, public administra-
tion, agriculture and primary,;
are Lillian C. Ilayes, Wayne si
Parks, LaSherrie McKennie, 1 La le Goodies
.secondary, adult, university, vo-
Billy Myles, Donald R. Smith,
T GIs In Viet
June Edwards, Mary Logan, '
Brenda F. Bowens.sCurtis Aus- o
I Persons interested in applying tin, Arvene Latham, Arthur
WASII INGTON - 1 UPI 1. -' for a two year Peace Corps an- Weston, Sharon Walls.
1
Running on a platform "101'1
poor people," she has the sup-
port of the SCLC and CORE,
whose aim is to obtain enough
votes to give Negroes a voice
in the second printery, if one is
needed.
Of 103,(100 registered voters in
the 15 counties of the district
































Rev. P. L. Rowe, of First
Baptist Church Chelsa and a
member of the Neighborhood
Youib Corps staff, was our
guest recently. It was his pleas-
ure to see the fine work that
the Neighborhood Youth Corps
workers are doing at While's
Chapel. We welcome R e v .
Rusk e to (isit us again.
ADDED Ti.:ACIIER
Mrs. Marjorie Mason Walton
ej 2244 Howell street was add-
ed to our staff recently as a
first grade teacher. We wel-
come Mrs. Walton to our school
and hope her, stay will be a
pleasant one.
TEACHER OF WEEK
• This honor is given to a very
ffne person. She is Mrs. Eliza.'
beth R. Watson of 1953 Nether-;
wood. Mrs. Watson is the wife
ef Dr. I. A. Watson, Sr. Their
son is Dr. I. A. Watson, Jr.
Mrs. Watson is a member of
Metropolitan Baptist church of
which Rev. S. A. Owens is pas-
tor and serves as Sunday School
teacher. She is affiliated with
several religious, social and
civic organi/ations.
At White's Chapel, Mrs. Wat-
son is 7-1A homeroom teacher
And teaches 7th and 8th grade
reading, English and arithmetic
and is a parttime guidance,
Counselor. We hope she wall
have many more successful
years snit all of LIS.
STUDENTS OF THE WEEK
Penny Barnett, Batsell Book
er, Mary Cuvimnon, Gregor)
Farmer. Linda Flemings, Gwen.
dolyn Gillespie, Patricia Gold-
en, Thelma Jefferson, Willie
Kelsey, Cheryl Knox, Sandra
Mosby, James Owens, Michael
Simmons and Pamela Vann.
Yule Program
Given By PTA
The Hamilton High school
Parent - Teachers Association
presented the high school glee
club in "The Christmas Story"
on Tuesday night, Dec. 14 in
the school auditorium.
The second half of the meet-
ing was devoted to a counsel.
ling period for parents of ninth
and tenth grade students. ,
Mrs. Dorothy Simmons is
President of the PrA and H. T.
Cash principal. Mrs. E. C.
Shaw is chairman of publicity.
Social Club
DON'T HESITATE 8.
WAIT UP TO THE LAST
MINUTE-CHARGE IT
PAY NEXT YEAR
SEE ME NOW & let me help,
you pick your Holiday Tailor-
ed Suits & Slack Suits. Now
that we are heavily stocked
in all the latest materials and
colors. Just arrived in our
formal wear rentals. New
continental styles, with vest
in After-Six. Al so in stock
we have for sale the latest
'n Continental Tuxedos.
BROTHERS





UT CAPIPUS VISITORS-The home econo-
mics students of Carver high school visit-
ed the campus of the Universtiy of Tennes-
see, Martin Branch. Martin. Tennessee on
Saturday. Dec. 4. The imitation to visit the
campus was extended to Memplejs-Shelby
County students and teachers, and was de-
signed to acquaint the students with the
university. The activitie* included a tour
of the campus,. class visitation, and lunch.
eon as guest of the university. Seated frem
left to right are Jean Lloyd and Mary Wil-
son. Standing are Beveily Jackson and
Beitishstine Sanders. Mts. Mark G. Harris
is the honk economies teacher, and Mr.
Robert B. Thompson is principal. (Withers
Photo)
1st Negro On N.C. Ballot
Since 1901 Is Mom Of Five
RALEIGH, N.C. - (NPli along with ft ur white candidates
A Negro mothsr of five, 38-year- seeking nom:nstion to the Lrsi
Sold Mrs. Sarah E. Small, be. district H01130 scat left vacant
1came the hist cf her race sincej by the death, last Nov. 7, of
1 1901 to seek a Congressional!Rep. He.bert Bonner, Demo-
seat in Nsr.h Carolina. cratic chairman, House Mel,
Hese name is on the ball it chant Marine and Fisheries
•committee.
SINCE 1931 A special primary to pick his
, SANTA BARBARA, Calif., - successor is scheduled for Dee.,
1(UPI) - Howard MacLeod, a.18-
Scotsman from Santa Barbara, The first Negro candidate for
and Dean G. Boyle, an Irish- Congress tem) this state since
'man from Oakland, Calif., George Henry White wan do-
have been exchanging the same tested in 1901 Mrs. Small is re-
I Christmas card since 1931. garded as emintly qualified.
1 "But we're not saving money She has been active civilby it now," MacLeod said. "It's rights leaders, heads the Wit-so valuable to us, we sent it Iliamston S('LC unit and isby registered mail each year. eastern field representative forto insure its safety. That takesIcORE. Her childien range in60 cents plus the regular five ages from one and a half years;cents for first class mail." to 21.
mom.*
CHIP BARWICK CHEVROLET





GOOD CREDIT WILL GET YOU HOT DEALS
NO MONEY DOWN IF YOU ARE SHORT ON CASH!!
W1,1 FINANCE WILL FINANCE'62 Chevrolet S1293.58 '59 Chevrolet 5593.22dai•Or H•reton r • imo•la 1-do5. Hardtop. V-I and butomet.a.
'63 Ford . . .$1102.23 '61 Chevrolet $998.21Hardroo Ir • • Impale 1.doer Hereto., V.  end ...Orme 0.'57 Chevrolet $461.55 '63 Chevrolet 51470.82Soot CO,.. V I Aulemei c. boo•la. V-I Full Iormu end A,
'55 Chevrolet ..... 5296.22 '60 Chevrolet 5869.454.4eor, I cylinder, Standard In 2 doer Hardtop. V-I, Standard Tramenimen ar.d tamer Steering.'65 Chevrolet ... ... 51946.33 '61 Ford $793.99Imo... Hardtop. V.5, Aeilumetra. 0..4. • 1rdeor. V•II, Aulemet,c. Double sharp.'64 Chevrolet  $1511.18 '63 Ford $1008.65Imeolo Soar/ Coyne. 5.9 Susie, Dn... 6.1.,., 565 2.deor Hardtop. 5i.$ arid Aoismei.a.
554 Chevrolet  5233.29 '53 Chevrolet $201.444-deer, calmdet% Streigel 2 leer Hardt', 4 ael.nder rid Sleedere Ireesiniluon.
DON'T WAIT! INSTANT FINANCING!
CALL NOW!
USED CAR DEPARTMENT
WE HAVE 10 COURTEOUS SALESMEN
WAITING TO SERVEy0 1
•
CALL OR COME BY TODAY
AAAAAA/AA, Ab;..A AAA A/A\ AAAAA AAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAA
161 On Ho:or Pirdisi
W. Africa i At Lincoln School.A total of 161 students have l are Michael Anderson, Cirarlie
made the honor roll at Lincoln1Gant, Southa Askew, Alga.
WASIIINCTON, D.C.-Gladys Elementary school for the sec- Collier, James Cowan, Delo!.
Davis, Marilyn }loam, -anise
D. Brown, Heory O. Hen!', Al-
ice Faye James, Mazgiret
Love, Cathey Preston. .Allsrin
Walker, Beverly Kay Wflabn,
headquarters in Washington.
They study the language, cut
tine and history of the country
where they will be serving.
cational and physical education.
Despite these numbers, many
more Volunteers are needed.
it&
cd before a Congressional com-
mittee Monday to defend their
'action in raising the discount
rate against President John-
son's wishes.
William McChesney Martin
Jr., chairman of the "Fed,"
was to be the lead-off witness
at the public hearing of the
Joint House-Senate economic
committee, headed by Rep.
Wright Palm" D. Tex.
The hearing was scheduled
for 9 A.M. Chicago time. For
Patman, arc old foe of Martin
and the Fed, the Board's ac-
tion last week in boosting its
discount rate - the rate mem-
ber banks have to pay to bor-
row money from the Federal
Reserve - from 4 to 4.5 per
cent shows "What's wrong with
the Federal Reserve system,
Mr. Martin in particular."
The 72-year-old Texas Demo- 7...nin 5108 n Lea e 3Agiv;r1.:
crat said the hearings were --
called "to find out who is in
Reginald Givson, Jurt Burlison,
Robert Hatter, Tony Maurice
Covington, Malcom Plummer,
Addian Goodman, Deists Ed.
U S. To Air!iftThird grade honor students
charge in this country - the
President, who is elected by the
people, or the Federal Reser\ ,
Board, none of whose members
are elected."
An outspoken believer in low
interest rates, Patman believes ,
the board's action could pro.'
vide him with the victory he's'
been seeking for 31 years - tol
strip the Fed of its independent!
status and make it more re-




SPRING !ELI). T e n n. -
(NP!)Caee.-Mfor ier7. y efillTitah lnipaliTla
became th( first member of
her raec to join the faculty of
the lieberlson tutirdy school
system recently. She is employ-
ed as an instructor in special
education.
A 1954 gradtiste of MidilleIss
High School, Tampa, Fla., stir
majared in psychology AL Ten-!










































































































Harris, Barbara Howell,' 'Betty
Wells, Toni Barlow. Carla
Also Bernadine Cooper, El-1 goingto airlift tons of Christ-
, The Defense Department Is
zia Brown, Dennis Jones, Jasmas goodies, specially preparednice Ceazer. Phillis McCiore,,by Americans in net ionwiteNellie Townsend, Dianne An-I "hake-ins," to U.S. troops figlbderson, Ben Patton, Walter ing in Viet Nam.Gaines, Michael Crawford, San- 1






are Nadolyn Matlock, Deborah should begin late this week. Hesweeling, Alonzo Harris, Joyce' said the airlift was an espies.soicer, Melvin Anderson. Cheryl sion of support for U.S. troops.Stevenson, Gloria Parham 
Joyce Hodges, Anita Glenn,
Gerald Jones, Joseph Town- Twinkle Toessand, Valerie Franklin, Carol
Gordon, Jeanett Kendrick, Ob- LONDON (UPI) - Politebie Cochran, McFarland Mayse,;Constable Raymond Rouse whoCharles Oliver, Edythe Dancyjnormally, stands guard outsideDianne,. Herbert, Deborah Ca- 1 Prime Minister liarold Wilson'sPers. Janice Langston, Robert official residence, is known totiLADYS BEARD Colbert, Ronald Reed, and Jan- his ealleahui:., as "twinkletoes."ice Kendrick. In privree life, Rouse is asignment should complete and FIFTH GRADERS , champion ballroom dancer withsubmit a Peace Corps applica• Fifth grade honor students 30 trophies to his credit. -lion as soon as possible and take
the Peace Corp placement test,
which is given throughout the
country the second Saturday of
each month.
All pertinent information can
be obtained at past offices or by












Super-Kern Tone Reg. 6.95 For 6.00
ALL BRUSHES 10% OFF
WASHINGTON - -
The seven members of the Fed c
eral Reserve Board were call lassified Ads..,




*eiders and Doormen. Only ex.,
oerienced personnel should ap-
ply. Witte, Psrsonnel Dept. c
Chicago Defends:. 2400 F
Michigan Ave., Chis ago
niine1111.
CALL. US BEFORE YOU APISALES PEOPLE - AND 











Wiga 1U0o4, Human OHO Iial Halt I
0 Machine mode, valise al $W. low,




BARGADIS IN UNREDEEMEC PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS,
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE





ON ANY ARTICI,E OF VALUE
NO LOAN 100 I,ARGE
NO LOAN TOO SMAI,I,
Unredeemed Pledges On Sale
ALL LOANS CONFIDENTIAL I
